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Resumo: Esta dissertação propõe um estudo comparativo do processo de acomodação do 

Islão em Portugal e na República da Irlanda. A hipótese central é a de que o processo de 

acomodação do Islão, em ambos os países, tem, como principal factor explicativo, o modelo 

institucionalizado de relações entre o Estado e a Igreja. 

Este estudo procura, nesse sentido, analisar o processo de acomodação de um número 

crescente de indivíduos e grupos auto-identificados como muçulmanos, por parte dos Estados 

de dois países que não têm sido, geralmente, objecto de avaliação científica nesta área: 

Portugal e a República da Irlanda. Na realidade, a maioria dos estudos acerca da acomodação 

da diversidade religiosa cinge-se à análise de casos em que a presença islâmica é muito 

significativa – a Alemanha, a França, a Holanda e o Reino Unido, por exemplo. 

Reconhecendo o interesse de cada um destes casos, em particular, e da sua comparação, 

revela-se, cada vez mais, a necessidade de pluralizar os terrenos de investigação, alargando-os 

a casos específicos, como Portugal e a República da Irlanda.  

O segundo foco específico deste estudo é a comparação entre o modelo institucionalizado de 

relações entre o Estado e a Igreja em ambos os países. Existe, para isso, uma clara justificação 

teórica. Em ambos os casos, a relação entre o Estado e a religião é, historicamente, 

equivalente à relação entre o Estado e a Igreja Católica. Assim, o processo de pluralização 

religiosa, em decurso na Europa Ocidental desde 1945, constitui um desafio à capacidade de 

adaptação e flexibilidade das instituições que definem, regulam e sistematizam as relações 

entre o Estado e a Igreja. A gestão da diversidade religiosa ocorre num contexto institucional 

que não havia sido, originalmente, estruturado para responder aos desafios específicos de uma 

realidade social plural. Portanto, a necessidade de mudanças adaptativas causou um processo 

de desenvolvimento institucional. Depois de identificarmos esse processo, analisamos os 

arranjos institucionais relevantes de forma estrutural e dinâmica. Ou seja, examinamos as suas 

propriedades estruturais, à imagem daquilo que já havia sido feito na literatura (Ferrari 2002, 

2003, 2005) e, além disso, analisamos a sua diferenciação histórica (a que subjazem 

mecanismos de mudança adaptativa). Recorremos a um corpo teórico cada vez mais 

importante na Ciência Política contemporânea – o institucionalismo histórico.  

Como um dos três novos institucionalismos identificados por March e Olsen (1984), o 

institucionalismo histórico constitui uma reaproximação à temática dos legados institucionais. 

Assim, além de aumentar o rigor da discussão em torno do desenvolvimento temporal das 

instituições políticas, os mecanismos subjacentes a esse desenvolvimento têm sido uma das 

áreas prioritárias dos estudos institucionalistas históricos. Ao longo deste estudo, 

estabelecemos uma ligação entre mecanismos de mudança institucional e modelos de relações 
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entre o Estado e a Igreja, que se revelou empiricamente sustentável. De facto, os arranjos 

institucionais sob análise diferem, em termos estruturais e dinâmicos, entre Portugal e a 

Irlanda. 

Efectuamos uma comparação estruturada em torno de duas características metodológicas. Em 

primeiro lugar, o emparelhamento dos casos é feito de acordo com a lógica dos “casos mais 

semelhantes” (Przeworski e Teune 1970). Portugal e a República da Irlanda partilham de 

semelhanças estruturais que nos permitem isolar um factor explicativo do fenómeno em 

análise. Em segundo lugar, procedemos a uma comparação focalizada, ou seja, com recurso a 

técnicas de investigação qualitativa e à descrição densa dos casos em análise. Adquirimos, 

portanto, um conhecimento muito detalhado de ambos os casos, de modo a incrementar a 

nossa alavancagem empírica (Collier 2004) e, consequentemente, a diminuir o risco de 

enviesamento inerente a estudos qualitativos em que o número de casos é inferior ao número 

de variáveis. Tendo em conta a discussão prévia relativa aos mecanismos de mudança 

institucional, a análise processual é um dos objectivos centrais deste estudo. 

A comparação entre os casos é efectuada em duas áreas: uma delas de âmbito sociológico, 

outra de âmbito político. No que concerne à primeira, examinamos a similitude do perfil 

migratório de Portugal e da Irlanda, após a II Guerra Mundial, em face da intensificação dos 

fluxos migratórios e dos processos de descolonização. De facto, ao longo dos últimos 40 anos, 

ambos os países enfrentaram uma mutação profunda: deixaram de ser países de origem 

migrante e passaram a ser contextos de acolhimento. A emergência da Nova Presença 

Islâmica, em ambos os países, deu-se nesse contexto (Gerholm e Lithman 1988; Nielsen 

1992; Tiesler 2001). Além disso, analisamos a secularização como teoria e fenómeno social, 

na medida em que o reposicionamento da religião, enquanto sistema de crenças socialmente 

construído, é de importância central para o nosso estudo. Os modelos institucionalizados de 

relações entre o Estado e a Igreja sofreram mutações profundas, não apenas devido ao desafio 

colocado pelo incremento da diversidade religiosa, mas, igualmente, devido à redefinição e 

reposicionamento da religião nas sociedades contemporâneas. Portugal e a República da 

Irlanda são duas das sociedades europeias em que esta mudança estrutural se tem processado 

mais lentamente (Cabral et al 2001). No que diz respeito aos sistemas políticos, comparamos 

a centralização de ambos os regimes, além dos sistemas de partidos e dos modelos de 

distribuição do poder. 

Depois de estabelecidas as condições básicas de comparabilidade, analisamos 

comparativamente os modelos de relações entre o Estado e a Igreja (variável independente) e 

o estabelecimento institucional do Islão em ambos os casos (variável dependente). No que diz 
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respeito à análise dos modelos de relações entre o Estado e a Igreja, classificamos o modelo 

de Portugal como “concordatário” e o modelo da República da Irlanda como “separatista 

suave”. Ao longo do estudo, exploramos os limites tipológicos da classificação tradicional: 

especialmente no que diz respeito à Irlanda, concluimos que se trata de uma grelha 

classificativa necessitada de revisão profunda. 

Em seguida, descrevemos a evolução institucional das múltiplas comunidades islâmicas em 

ambos os países. Dividimos o conjunto de instâncias institucionais em três categorias: 

“infraestruturas organizacionais”, “serviços generalistas” e “corpos associativos”. Tendo em 

atenção as questões identificadas pela literatura como mais relevantes na acomodação do Islão 

na Europa, como a construção de mesquitas, o estabelecimento de escolas e a emergência de 

associações com escopo nacional  (Cesari 2005; Maussen 2007, 2009), examinamos o 

estabelecimento do Islão nos dois países. Determinamos a existência de uma diversidade 

institucional crescente na Irlanda: existe um número cada vez maior de estruturas 

institucionais de escopo nacional e uma pluralidade de representantes “muçulmanos” no 

espaço público, por oposição a Portugal, onde a Comunidade Islâmica de Lisboa é, num 

contexto de “invisibilidade” (Tiesler 2001) e inexistência de alterações institucionais 

importantes, a única entidade islâmica verdadeiramente nacional. Assim, ao longo do 

processo de acomodação do Islão, os efeitos do modelo institucionalizado de relações entre o 

Estado e a Igreja são observáveis no estabelecimento de instituições islâmicas – 

infraestruturas, serviços e associações – e de stakeholders muçulmanos no processo político 

de Portugal e da República da Irlanda. O modelo “separatista suave” da Irlanda demonstrou 

ser mais favorável à acomodação da diversidade religiosa – a qual engloba a acomodação do 

Islão, que o modelo “concordatário” de Portugal, cujo reforço dos privilégios da Igreja 

Católica acabou por torná-lo menos adaptável às mudanças contextuais profundas ocorridas 

no país. Problematizamos as tipologias existentes e propomos uma explicação processual da 

mudança institucional ocorrida em Portugal e na República da Irlanda. 

Em conclusão, este estudo essencialmente qualitativo compara dois casos específicos e 

estabelece um nexo de causalidade entre o modelo institucionalizado de relações entre o 

Estado e a Igreja e a acomodação do Islão.  
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Resumo: Esta dissertação é um estudo comparativo da acomodação do Islão em Portugal e na 

República da Irlanda. O desenho da pesquisa estruturou-se em torno de duas características 

metodológicas: a comparação focalizada e o emparelhamento de casos mais semelhantes. 

Assim, efectua-se uma comparação sistemática das características relevantes de ambos os 

casos, de modo a isolar o factor explicativo da acomodação do Islão em Portugal e na 

República da Irlanda. 

Aplicando uma perspectiva institucionalista histórica à adaptação, por parte de ambos os 

Estados, ao desafio colocado pela emergência da diversidade religiosa como fenómeno social 

relevante, o estudo examina os modelos institucionalizados de relações entre o Estado e a 

Igreja, e respectivo desenvolvimento histórico. De acordo com a perspectiva teórica deste 

estudo, formulamos a hipótese de que o modelo institucionalizado de relações entre o Estado 

e a Igreja é o principal factor explicativo da acomodação do Islão. A análise/classificação dos 

mecanismos de mudança institucional subjacentes a esse processo de mudança é 

particularmente relevante, na medida em que Portugal e a República da Irlanda partilham de 

semelhanças estruturais (a nível socio-religioso – países de maioria católica - e político – 

regimes políticos centralizados) que tornam a comparação particularmente interessante, do 

ponto de vista teórico. Com recurso a técnicas de investigação qualitativas, este estudo 

compara o estabelecimento das comunidades islâmicas nos dois países, a partir do final da 

década de 1950, e a trajectória do seu desenvolvimento institucional, gradualmente 

diferenciado. De facto, o desenvolvimento institucional do Islão na República da Irlanda foi 

facilitado pelo modelo “separatista suave” de relações entre o Estado e a Igreja, que favoreceu 

e facilitou a acomodação da diversidade religiosa e, por inerência, do Islão. Em Portugal, o 

modelo concordatário reforçou a predominância da Igreja Católica e dificultou a adaptação 

institucional à emergência da diversidade religiosa. Como consequência, observa-se uma 

maior dinâmica nas instituições criadas por muçulmanos na Irlanda, em comparação com 

Portugal. 
 

Palavras-chave: Integração Política; Instituições Políticas; Islão na Europa; Religião; 

Relações Estado-Igreja 

 
Abstract: This thesis is a comparative study of the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and 

the Republic of Ireland. Its research design was structured around two methodological 

features: a focused comparison and the pairing of most similar cases. Thereby, we make a 

systematic comparison of both cases' relevant features, so as to isolate the explanatory factor 
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of the accommodation of Islam. 

By employing a historical institutionalist perspective to both States' adaptation to the 

challenge of accommodation as a relevant social phenomenon, this study examines 

institutionalized models of Church-State relations and their respective historical development. 

According to this theoretical perspective, the model of Church-State relations is the 

explanatory factor of the accommodation of Islam. The analysis and classification of 

mechanisms of institutional change underlying change in these models is particularly relevant, 

insofar as Portugal and the Republic of Ireland share structural similarities at a socio-religious 

level – Catholicism is majoritarian – and politically – centralized political systems – which 

increases the comparison's theoretical interest. Using qualitative research techniques, this 

study compares the establishment of Islamic communities in both countries from the end of 

the 1950s and their institutional development, which became gradually different. In effect, the 

institutional development of Islam in the Republic of Ireland was eased by the “soft 

separatist” model of Church-State relations, which favored and facilitated the accommodation 

of religious diversity and, inherently, of Islam. In Portugal, the concordatarian model 

reinforced the Catholic Church's predominance and made institutional adaptation to the 

emergence of religious diversity more difficult. As a consequence, institutions put in place by 

Muslims in Ireland are more dynamic than their equivalents in Portugal. 

 

Keywords: Political Integration; Political Institutions; Islam in Europe; Religion; Church-

State Relations 
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Chapter I - Introduction 
The starting question of this study is the following: why has the accommodation of Islam in 

Portugal and Ireland been increasingly different over the past three decades? It is a question 

which makes several assumptions: first, the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland 

has indeed become different over time and has caused significant changes in how Muslims in 

both countries have organized their institutional structures and life; second, the 

accommodation of Islam in Western Europe is a cross-nationally comparable process; third, 

Portugal and Ireland are comparable cases with a key difference which is detailed below. 

The first assumption is, in fact, the driving “puzzle” of this study. The accommodation of 

Islam in Portugal and Ireland has been cross-nationally different. From a similar starting 

point, that of completely inexistent institutions, infrastructural facilities or contact between 

Muslims and other religious denominations or State officials, today Islam as a religious 

denomination comprises a denser institutional network in Ireland than in Portugal. We do not 

discuss issues of subjective integration: our explained variable (insofar as such vocabulary fits 

within our research design) is institutional density and differentiation; the trajectory of 

accommodation in Ireland has shown that the institutional arrangement for the management of 

religion in Ireland is more flexible and more beneficial to a smooth entry of religious 

denominations into its socio-political dynamics. In Portugal, the same institutional 

arrangement is more rigid. As members of a religious denomination, Muslims entered polities 

where relations between the State and religion were defined and driven by models of Church-

State relation, which this study argues to be the most important factor in the accommodation 

of Islam in Portugal and Ireland. It is also argued that the model of Church-State relations in 

Ireland was more adaptable to contextual change than its Portuguese counterpart, thus making 

accommodation smoother and establishment easier for Muslims in Ireland. That is the key 

difference between cases, in our view, and it explains why the accommodation of Islam in 

Portugal and Ireland has been increasingly divergent in recent years. Institutional legacies 

related to the changing role of the Roman Catholic Church – and the changing patterns of its 

socio-political dominance in Portugal and Ireland –, as well as the are associated to that 

divergence. But there is of course more to the issue than entirely structural arguments over 

institutional arrangements. Islam in Ireland is also more politically segmented than in 

Portugal, a feature which has intensified in recent years. It is striking in our view that a 

plurality of self-proclaimed representatives of the many Muslim communities in Ireland has 

efficiently grasped an increasing openness in the opportunity structure for media exposure in 

Ireland. 
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The second assumption is the less problematic one. Islam, insofar as it is a religious belief 

system which, to some extent, structures the identity of specific groups, has been 

accommodated in Western Europe with varying degrees of effectiveness. There are, of course, 

severe exceptions to this assertion, but all Western European polities posit freedom of religion 

as one of their pillars, as liberal democracies and signatories of the International Covenant of 

Civil and Political Rights. So we can assert that, where Muslims of any orientation, ethnicity, 

nationality or class background assert their will to become engaged in socio-political affairs or 

to have their religious needs attended to within specific boundaries, States do accommodate 

Islam. How and whether States are institutionally equipped for that purpose is another 

question easily answerable. All Western European States have had to deal with religion as a 

socially significant social, cultural and political phenomenon; as such, institutional patterns 

have emerged over time, whether conceived by State-builders or by the establishment of 

governance patterns. Mono-confessional, multi-confessional or non-confessional, each 

Western European State has dealt with religion and groups which asserted their identity as 

predominantly religious. 

The third assumption is less obvious. The literature on the accommodation of Islam in 

Western Europe has rarely turned to Portugal or Ireland as case studies or in a comparative 

perspective. Utilizing many approaches and perspectives, scholars usually pick Germany, 

Britain, France, or the Netherlands (or a selection among the four) as research sites (e.g. 

Soper and Fetzer 2004; Klausen 2005; Laurence 2006). These countries offer important 

variation in key factors and they have been the focal point of the arrival of Islam in post-war 

Western Europe. The number of Muslims is higher in those cases than in all other Western 

European countries, as is variation related to Islamic orientation, class background, ethnicity 

or nationality. But, as we will argue, Portugal and Ireland belong to a group of countries 

which should be looked at. The features relevant to this study are similar in both countries, 

making a comparison between them both compelling and challenging. The predominance of 

Catholicism, the dominance of the Catholic Church, patterns of migration and secularization, 

as well as specific features of the Portuguese and Irish political systems: in all these aspects 

Portugal and Ireland share key similarities.  It is one of the purposes of this study: to argue for 

the benefits of extending the comparison between Portugal and Ireland to non-economic 

domains and issues. There are, of course, relevant differences in specific political structures 

and subsystems, but our comparative design holds its coherence. We will argue for this 

comparison on two grounds. First, social and political change in Portugal and Ireland, in what 

relates specifically to the arrival and accommodation of Islam, the role of religion in society 
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and the relationship between the State and religion, is similar enough to allow for systematic 

comparison. Second, the key difference between Portugal and Ireland, in what relates 

specifically to the accommodation of Islam, has been the pattern of relations between the 

main religious denomination - Catholicism, and its chief institution – the Roman Catholic 

Church, in Portugal and Ireland: models of Church-State relations have an impact on patterns 

of accommodation of religious denominations in a variety of countries. The hypothesis is that 

the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland has been cross-nationally different 

because the Irish and Portuguese models of Church-State relations are also different. 

Our assumptions will be tested, as will our main hypothesis. Our research design will focus 

on processes and how our theoretical basis links to empirical reality. We employ a focused 

comparison approach which will compare background conditions (society and politics in 

Ireland and Portugal), Church-State relations in both countries and then the accommodation of 

Islam insofar as, according to our theoretical standpoint, the institutional trajectory of key 

Muslim representative bodies is its effect.  

 

Islam in Europe: a burgeoning field of research 

This study aims to fill a gap in existing research. Literature on Islam in Europe (Western and 

Eastern) has proliferated for 20 years, since Gerholm and Lithman coined the term “New 

Islamic Presence in Europe” (1988). The “New Islamic Presence in Europe” (NIP) refers to 

the arrival of a large number of diverse Muslim communities into Europe, in the postwar 

period, related to decolonization and migration processes, and the ensuing establishment of 

relations between those groups and Western European societes and polities. Although the 

presence of Islam in Europe is hardly new (especially in countries such as Portugal), the term 

NIP refers to the specific characteristics of the newly established communities in Europe, in 

what relates to class, national, ethnic, linguistic, cultural and gender backgrounds and patterns 

(Tiesler 2001). As a socio-political phenomenon, the NIP is now widely researched from a 

plurality of perspectives. But, as Nielsen has stated, further research is needed on countries 

such as Portugal and Ireland (1992). These are countries where the presence of Islam is 

relatively small and where models of Church-State relations do not fit easily within existing 

typologies. A comparative study on Islam in Portugal and Ireland will be academically 

relevant and contribute to the pool of knowledge in the field. 

The growth of Islam in Europe, associated with subjective perceptions of threat arising from 

the events of New York, London or Madrid, makes informed and rigorous research on Islam 

in Western Europe very important. Arguments on the coming of “Eurabia” or the “Clash of 
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Civilizations” should be put to empirical examination by looking at the dialectic relationship 

between Islam and Western European States (Cesari 2007). This study will contribute to the 

effort of accumulating more rigorous knowledge on this topic. 

 

Chapter organization 

The thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter will detail our research design and our 

methodological approach. The third chapter will discuss how and where this study stands 

within the theoretical literature on historical institutionalism, institutional mechanisms and, 

most importantly, typologies of Church-State relations in Western Europe. The fourth chapter 

will discuss background conditions in Portugal and Ireland. We will discuss relevant features 

of each society and political system. Additionally, we will discuss the issue of secularization 

and the institutional legacy of Church-State relations. The fifth chapter will discuss Islam in 

Portugal and Ireland. The literature recognizes several key aspects of the accommodation of 

Islam in Europe, especially in the issues concerning the establishment of religious 

infrastructures (mosques and prayer halls) and services (schools, halal butchers, burial sites) 

(Maussen 2007; Cesari 2004; Fetzer and Soper 2005). Additionally, this study discusses 

associative bodies, a domain which is also explored in the literature (Maussen 2007; Klausen 

2005). A provisional typology will be offered and several cases will be presented in order to 

describe and examine the establishment of an associative infrastructure constructed by 

Muslims. The sixth chapter will present our conclusions. 

 

Chapter II - Theoretical Framework 
What is the reasoning behind a historical institutional study of the accommodation of Islam? 

Historical institutionalism assumes that legacies are important and that the field of politics is 

not devoid of history; moreover, it is assumed that the link between cause and effect should be 

subjected to in depth examination. Studying the accommodation of Islam through a historical 

institutionalist perspective is relevant because it acknowledges the importance of long-term 

processes in defining how religious denominations become established in Western European 

polities, instead of arguing for cultural discrepancies or attrition.  

The chapter that follows is divided in three sections. The first section discusses historical 

institutionalism, one of the new institutionalist schools in political science, following the 

foundational work of March and Olsen (1984). We focus on the work of Paul Pierson (2000, 

2004). The second section discusses layering and conversion as the two mechanisms of 
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institutional change which, we argue, explain the trajectories of models of Church-State 

relations in Ireland and Portugal. Recent developments in institutional development theory are 

discussed (Thelen 2003; Thelen and Streeck 2005). The third section examines the most 

widely accepted typology of models of Church-State relations in Western Europe (Madeley 

2003; Ferrari 2002, 2005) and attempts to characterize Portugal and Ireland within that 

typology. 

 

Historical Institutionalism 

Within the wider body of literature on political science, we can label our research effort as an 

historical institutionalist study (Hall and Taylor 1996). As a number of studies in economics 

and politics have shown, institutions are important in defining and explaining empirical 

phenomena (e.g. North 1990 or Thelen 2004). Hall has defined institutions as “the formal 

rules, compliance procedures, and customary practices that structure the relationships between 

individuals in the polity and the economy” (1992: 96). In other words, institutions modulate 

the actions of actors, whether by constraining, enabling or enhancing their actions. This study 

regards one institutional arrangement – the model of Church-State relations – as the main 

explanatory factor of the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland, and thus has a 

strong historical focus. The study relies mainly on the concept of institutional legacy. As 

social constructs, political institutions develop over time. Present institutional arrangements 

are always conditioned and, to a certain extent, determined by previous institutional 

arrangements. This does not translate precisely into the truism that “history matters”. 

Institutional legacies determine present arrangements, but only to a certain extent. In order to 

increasing descriptive and explanatory power, several institutionalist scholars have worked 

towards identifying explanations for the linkages between previous institutional systems, their 

development over time and their present state. 

Paul Pierson is one of the best-known scholars in the advancement of historical 

institutionalism and provides a general explanatory framework for the field of politics. 

Building upon the work of institutional economists, especially Douglass North, Pierson argues 

that institutions develop over time in relation to two mechanisms: increasing returns and 

positive feedback (2000, 2004). 

The idea of increasing returns is deceptively simple: contrarily to the economic sphere, where 

returns theoretically diminish with every expenditure, the specific dynamics of the political 

world makes it likely that "each additional expenditure of resources generates a higher return 

than the one before it" (Pierson 2004: 35). Over time, institutions become more valuable to 
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actors: procedures become less costly, norms of appropriateness become embedded and actors 

amass knowledge over the inner workings of institutions. 

Pierson goes on to argue that "the political world is unusually prone to positive feedback, and 

the capacities for reversing course are often weak" (2004: 44). This is the logical conclusion 

of the previous argument. If resource expenditure becomes more fruitful over time for 

stakeholders, that means that, as the functioning of institutions elongates itself over time, the 

institutional logic reinforces itself and triggers positive feedback. Institutions, whatever their 

character or function, will become more coherent and stable over time. 

The existence of institutional legacies inevitably influences how an institution develops over 

time. Later developments are contingent on, but not determined by, the possibilities generated 

by previous events and their timing/sequencing (id: ibid). This is the strongest argument in 

defense of specific attention accorded to process analysis in historical institutionalist studies 

such as the present one: institutional legacies impact present arrangements depending on their 

sequence (id: ibid). 

In conclusion, this study is in line with Pierson's historical institutionalism, because 

institutions are crucial for an understanding of the accommodation of Islam. Institutions are 

influenced by legacies, whether intended or non-intended, which, for the purpose of this 

study, are previous institutional arrangements and events. The following section establishes 

mechanisms that link legacies to present arrangements over time. We will focus solely on two 

which are relevant for this study: layering and conversion (for a very detailed conceptual 

analysis, see Thelen and Streeck 2005: 1-39). 

 

Mechanisms of change: Layering and Conversion 
Works by Kathleen Thelen (1992, 1999, 2003), James Mahoney (2001, 2003, 2004) and Paul 

Pierson (2000, 2003, 2004) suggest that, while the origin of institutions is still a matter of rich 

debate, institutional change is a contingent process that operates according to specific 

mechanisms. Thelen identifies two such mechanisms: layering and conversion (2003). We 

will follow this line of reasoning, since both mechanisms operate in our cases. 

 

Layering 

Thelen states that “processes of institutional evolution through layering are pervasive” (2003: 

228). The most recent layer stands on the immediately preceding one, implying a notion of 

linear change. As such, “layering” is a mechanism that rings immediately true to most 

historical institutionalists. Thelen uses written constitutions to exemplify this mode of 
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institutional change: “(....) many constitutions, for example, have evolved over time through a 

layering process that adapts inherited institutions and practices to emerging new 

circumstances” (2003: 225). Thelen and Pierson both agree that Schickler offers perhaps the 

best definition, as of yet, of this mechanism: “layering is the partial renegotiation of some 

elements of a given set of institutions while leaving others in place” (2001:58 cited in Thelen 

2003: 226). Pierson adds that “in some cases, existing institutional arrangements may remain 

intact, but other institutions are added on – perhaps modifying the functioning of preexisting 

ones” (Pierson 2004). If the costs of changing institutions' components – rules or patterns of 

behavior – are too high, political agents may try to put new institutional arrangements in place 

and on top of the former. It may so happen, however, that layering is unintended – 

institutional frameworks may be layered in order to cope with contextual change. The work of 

Thelen and Streeck furthers the precision of this assertion by noting that layering “can put in 

motion path-altering dynamics through a mechanism of what we might think of as differential 

growth” (2005: 22). In other words, “active sponsorship of amendments, additions, or 

revisions to an existing set of institutions” (2005: 24) may be one of the causes or triggers of 

further institutional change. While also a mechanism, once we add a voluntary element, 

layering may be regarded as the product of “new dynamics [being] set in motion by political 

actors working on the margins by introducing amendments that can initially be sold as 

'refinements' of or correctives to existing institutions” (2005: 23).   

 

Conversion 

However, change by modification may not be the only option at hand. When “institutions 

designed with one set of goals in mind are redirected to other ends”, their frameworks do not 

by default fundamentally change. As Pierson states, “specific institutions potentially may 

serve many purposes. As a result, what may look like institutional continuity in a formal sense 

may disguise considerable change in institutional functioning” (2004: 138).  

Conversion pertains to the allocation of institutional resources. In that sense, it differs from 

layering, which pertains to the framework of institutions themselves; interestingly, as Thelen 

and Streeck argue, this mechanism may be perceived as contradicting the key institutionalist 

insight which emphasizes the importance of institutions in shaping actors' behavior. Why? 

Because conversion implies that actors are able to shape institutions' goals, functions and/or 

purposes (2005: 26). But why do institutions convert? Paul Pierson provides another insight: 

conversion rests on the assumption that “[institutional] environments are often populated with 

groups who are less than satisfied with existing arrangements and thus eager to exploit 
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opportunities to turn institutions to new purposes” (2004: 138). This needs further elaboration. 

A very narrow interpretation of this assertion would seem to reduce conversion to an effect of 

ongoing cost-benefit analyses by groups. But Thelen and Streeck offer four reasons for 

institutional conversion.  

The first of these pertains to the fact that those who plan and deploy institutions are not 

omniscient or perfect: institutions are sometimes flawed and unable to appropriately respond 

to contextual change. Unintended consequences are a given in institutional design. As the 

authors argue, "noting that unintended consequences of institutional design may offer 

opportunities for political contestation that theoretical arguments that assume an identity 

between design and effect cannot account for." (2005:26).  

The second reason offered for conversion pertains to the issue of consensus-achieving in 

institution design. Democratic institutions are, by definition, products of compromise. Since 

compromise is a form of bargaining where each stakeholder must part with some of its claims, 

institutions are bound to be ambivalent, meaning that rules are specified in such a way that 

strikingly different interpretations by different actors. The failing link between rule, 

interpretation and implementation is certainly a relevant factor in explaining why sometimes 

institutions need not undergo especially deep change in order to change deeply. Policy-

making may vary greatly not according to the specificities of the political process and its 

rules, but to the perception of its acceptability by actors. 

Thirdly, institutional conversion is also contingent on the strategies employed by a large 

variety of actors, because “even those not involved in the design of an institution will do 

everything in their power to interpret its rules in their own interest (or circumvent or subvert 

rules that clash with their interests)” (2005:41). 

Finally, and related to the first adduced cause for institutional change by conversion, “changes 

in the nature of the challenges actors face or in the balance of power allow for institutions 

created to serve certain interests to be redirected to very different and even dyametrically 

opposed goals and ends” (2005: 42). 

 

Church-State Relations in Western Europe: A Typology 
The hypothesis of this study is that the model of Church-State relations in Portugal and 

Ireland is the main explanatory factor in the accommodation of Islam in both countries. 

Church-State relations, as a component of the wider political system, are a product of 

historical processes (in many cases, these are patterns which precede the existence of modern 

States as they exist today and have deeply influenced the distribution of power within those 
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States), which we signify, in this study, as institutional legacies. The historical development of 

Church-State relations in Portugal and Ireland is further examined below. The institutional 

development of the model of Church-State relations in Ireland has occurred by layering; on 

the other hand, the model of Church-State relations in Portugal has changed by conversion. In 

both instances, each mechanism is appropriate for explaining change, given the specific 

features of each model. The structural and diachronic features of each case explain the 

accommodation of Islam. 

 

Three models of Church-State relations in Western Europe 

The literature has developed a detailed typology of models of Church-State relations in 

Western Europe. This typology makes the assumption that all Western European States are 

formally-legally recognized as secular along two dimensions, as defined by Ferrari (2005): 

individual religious freedom and distinction between the political (State) and the religious 

(Church) spheres. These are constitutionally protected in every Western European polity, 

including Portugal and Ireland. 

But analogous patterns throughout Europe do not exist. Although secularity in a legal sense is 

well-established and protected, the distinction between the political and religious spheres 

needs regulation and institutional structures to ensure it. These institutional structures 

differentiate between themselves for contextual reasons: one of the most important among 

those are legacies which amount to the effects of previous arrangements on the present 

situation; the other very important factor in differentiation is the confessional structure of 

Europe. In other words, the geography of religion in Western Europe is highly identified with 

the patterns of Church-State relations enforced in European polities (Madeley 2003: 22-45).   

This allows us to identify differences across confessional zones. 

Ferrari (2002, 2005) identifies three Western European models of Church-State relations, 

which are most probably observable in corresponding confessional zones. 

The separatist model of Church-State relations is not easily typified along the lines suggested 

by Madeley (2003), unless we conceive of a secularist legacy which preceded the 20th century, 

a doubtable assertion. Following Ferrari (2002), one could define separatist models in 

negative terms: those are models in place where other models do not exist. However, this 

amounts to concept stretching: “separatism” would be rendered moot by its lack of empirical 

translation. As Ferrari states, this negative definition would typify Ireland and France as 

separatist, which makes no empirical sense (2002: 7). Laïcité has never been enforced in 

Ireland nor is the French 1905 Law on Separation of State and Church in any way comparable 
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to the 1937 Irish Constitution, which forbids the State to endow any religious denomination. 

The debate on the nature of laïcité has framed much of the debate on separatism. Its French 

version, which one may define as “hard” or “militant” separatism, is hardly verifiable 

anywhere else in Europe, not the least in Ireland, which is definable as separatist as long as 

one conceives separatism as large-spectrum concept. Separatism simply states that no State 

instance is to elect one denomination as a preferential partner for any issues. Institutional 

legacies and legal interpretations are key. Where the legacy of Church-State relations has been 

one of conflict, political cleavages around the role of religion have remained salient and there 

have movements towards the jacobin end of the ultramontanism-anticlericalism spectrum, the 

tendency is towards the establishment of a strictly “negative” separatist model: no religious 

denomination is to be accorded special status as such and religion has no place in public life. 

France's laïcité is the common example here: it is a “hard” or “militant” version of separatism 

which simply does not recognize the role of religion as an identity marker or as a part of 

citizens' lifes. On the other hand, where the role of the Catholic Church in the political history 

of a country is associated with its role as a service provider and with the role of Catholicism 

as an identity marker, the tendency is towards the establishment of a soft “positive” 

separatism: the extension of rights accorded to a specific religious denomination is 

automatically triggered. As such, separatism is an umbrella-concept in which Ireland is 

perhaps the most evident instance of what this study has named as a “soft” version, where 

religion is perceived as a publicly legitimate belief system and that, if the State is not to 

endow any specific denomination, it should additionally strive to correct inadequacies in the 

management of religious diversity. Separatism thus becomes a problematic concept. It 

encompasses both “hard” and “soft” versions of a common core. The former is most evident 

in France; the latter is most evident in Ireland, which is an interesting case for its uniqueness. 

In the Lutheran North, encompassing Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway and Britain, the 

institutional arrangement for the management of religion is the “State Church” model. In this 

context, the Head of State will always profess the “national” confession and head the Church; 

the ecclesiastic hierarchy is nominated and funded by the State. The national Church enjoys 

widespread preferential treatment as a service provider (in education, health-care and 

provision of religious needs in public facilities). In conclusion, a “State Church” model entails 

the deepest level of cooperation between the Church and the State: according to Ferrari's 

pyramidal model, the Anglican Church in Britain or the Church of Sweden “enjoy the 

maximum degree of State cooperation” (2002: 11). As Davie makes clear, this relational 

model fits well into the dictum “belonging without believing” (2007), meaning that Danish, 
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Norwegian or Swedish citizens, being some of the most “secularized” individuals in the 

world, still assess their identity through identification with the State Church: to be Danish is 

to belong to the National Church, with its State-nominated and funded hierarchy. The 

existence of an Anglican Church of Ireland is a throwback to the British rule. This model 

easily fits empirical reality, although there has been some discussion on its effectiveness in 

growingly plural social contexts where religious diversity is slowly becoming the norm 

(Soper and Fetzer 2004; Gustafsson 2003). The monarchs in Northern European countries still 

head national Churches which are thoroughly embedded in the State. 

The concordatarian model is in essence a compromise between the national Church model 

and the separatist model. It is more widely associated with Mediterranean Europe, namely 

Portugal, Spain and Italy. Concordats are agreements signed between the Vatican and 

governments, regarding religious matters and the position of Catholic Churches in several 

societal spheres. It is an internationally recognized treaty which accords preferential status for 

partnership to Catholic Churches – a form of selective cooperation which points to a State 

Church model without formally enforcing it and with notable exceptions: there is 

independence between ecclesiastic hierarchies and the State; the State recognizes the 

contribution of the Catholic Church and its societal predominance, but accords importance to 

its “neutrality”, going so far as to, in the Portuguese case, assert its non-confessionality. A 

concordatarian model thus operates with recourse to a Concordat (which regulates the State's 

relationship with the Church) and ad hoc agreements with other denominations (Ferrari 2002: 

7). Concordatarian models are not analogous in every country where they remain in place: as 

much as any other institutional arrangement, they depend on a variety of national (for 

instance, the grip of the Catholic Church on the morals of public opinion or the onset of a 

revolution) and international factors (such as the II Vatican Council). Following Madeley, in 

countries where Catholic monoconfessionality has developed along Catholic Church 

dominance, it is common to observe a model of preferential partnership between the State and 

the Vatican which places the Catholic Church in a preferential position (2003). In conclusion, 

concordatarian models are not the same as national Church models. Important exceptions 

make them typologically different, but, as Ferrari states, the practical level of selective 

cooperation between the Catholic Church and the State, in countries where a concordatarian 

model is in place, makes that differentation less clear than one would suppose. It would 

follow, from asserting that “belonging” to the national church is generalized in Denmark and 

that the Danish national church is embedded in the State (for all practical purposes), it would 

be more affluent and politically influent than the Catholic Church in Portugal. But this 
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comparison would be disputable, as the Catholic Church, in Portugal, benefits from an 

institutional legacy of preferential partnership which has been slowly converted into a less-

evident, but still effective, selective cooperation framework. The concordatarian model thus 

accords substantial benefits to a denomination (in our case, the Catholic Church) without 

institutionalizing it as the national church. 

 

The institutional argument on Church-State relations 

This study argues that the accommodation of Islam is a process which depends on the model 

of Church-State relations and its institutional legacy. A soft separatist arrangement makes the 

accommodation of diversity easier because it precludes the establishment of specific selective 

cooperation partnerships and, because of the role played by religion in a polity (a key feature 

of soft separatism), the State has better conditions for accommodating religious minorities, 

which subsequently have more opportunities for participation. Apart from Ireland, there are 

no examples of countries where soft separatist models are in place. A concordatarian 

arrangement establishes a specific selective cooperation partnership, enhancing a preexisting 

Catholic Church dominance. This makes accommodation of religious diversity by the State 

more difficult and establishes the privilege of a specific denomination over all the others. 

Concordatarian models are established in, among other countries, Spain and Italy, where 

issues of accommodation are also related to the existence of a selective cooperation 

partnership. In the scope of this study, institutional arrangements for the management of 

religious diversity must examined as products of a monoconfessional legacy. 

In Portugal, there are two important features of this arrangement to which this study accords 

attention. First, religious denominations operate as private actors and service providers: their 

relationship with the State is clearly defined and separated, even accounting for the Concordat 

– public education, for instance, is constitutionally established as non-confessional. As such, 

public services are never managed by religious denominations on behalf of the State. Second 

and related to the first feature, resource transfers from the State to religious denominations are 

limited, meaning that the Catholic Church, because of its historical establishment and 

enfranchisement, enjoys the support of a centuries-old structure, while other denominations 

face severe difficulties in operating within the private sphere. The Catholic Church has not 

been, on the whole, opposed to the accommodation of Islam and the representation of 

Muslims in official instances. But the fact remains that, in a monoconfessional country, 

religion as belief system has been largely substituted by Catholicism; the Catholic Church has 

established itself over a long period, becoming the most significant actor in civil society, a 
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status it continues to enjoy. As the State developed, its rules of engagement with religion also 

changed, gradually establishing the incompetence of religious denominations as public 

service providers. As such, newly-established religious denominations faced a hard task, even 

in a context of growing pluralism, where the institutional arrangement for the management of 

religion was converted to an institutional arrangement for the management of religious 

diversity. We argue that opportunities for the accommodation (and participation) for Muslim 

representatives were decreased by their relative lack of resources in a field where the State 

does not provide for the correction of historically acquired privilege – at the outset, 

newcomers are necessarily disadvantaged, having to enter the political field, recognizing the 

rules made by other actors and facing a long process of establishment of institutional self-

reinforcement. 

In the Republic of Ireland, the separatist model ensured that extension of rights was less 

problematic than in Portugal. The upholding of separatism does not mean that the Catholic 

Church has not benefited from a high social standing, a deep embeddedness in the governance 

of key services, such as education and health-care and political influence over the Irish 

electorate (as made evident by the many referenda on the amendment of the Constitution held 

over 20th century). Quite on the contrary: most of the national schools remain under Catholic 

governance, meaning that Irish bishops, which, because of specific governance rules for the 

education system (which we will detail below), remain powerful civil society actors, even 

after the multiplicity of scandals which have deeply affected the Church's social standing in 

Ireland; many hospitals remain denominationally governed; the Church continues to be very 

important in defining Irish politics. But, since the model of Church-State relations is a soft 

separatist one, other religious denominations may benefit from this standing: the State must 

extend whatever benefits it accords to the Catholic Church, provided they, as collective 

bodies, have the means to pursue whatever goal they have in mind. This is why there are two 

Muslim national schools in Ireland and a secondary school is in talks; this is also why the 

dynamics of accommodation and establishment of Islam in Ireland have accelerated in recent 

years, just before the Celtic Tiger. Soft separatism ensures that all religious denominations are 

formally entitled to the same benefits on the same grounds. It is obvious that historical 

legacies preclude equality, insofar as the Catholic Church benefits from the investment and 

management of resources accumulated over centuries, as well, most importantly, moral sway 

over a majority of the Irish population; other denominations, such as the Church of Ireland, 

the Methodist Church or Islam, have been keen on supporting the Catholic Church, since they 

recognize its function in keeping religion a salient issue in the public sphere. The soft 
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separatist model enforced in Ireland from 1937, as opposed from the concordatarian model 

enforced in Portugal from 1940, has been beneficial to religious denominations because it has 

both prevented complete Catholic Church dominance and ensured religion remained an 

important issue in Ireland. 

 

Chapter III - Research design and methodological choices 
This comparative study is characterized by two important methodological features. It is a 

focused comparison and employs a most similar design. A focused comparison is a 

perspective which, regardless of following a most similar or a most different logic, adheres to 

three rules: it is systematic, focused and intensive. As such, we will systematically focus on 

relevant features of cases, which will be thickly described and intensively examined. 

Following Przeworski and Teune (1970), this study pairs two similar cases which vary in one 

key feature. As such, we systematically compare background conditions, which are, for the 

purpose of this study, relevant societal and political features of Portugal and Ireland. We then 

compare our explanatory factor: models of Church-State relations in both countries. 

Following this, we analyze the accommodation of Islam in both countries, which directly 

influences the modes of institutional establishment of Islam (our main descriptive focus). 

 

Focused comparison  
Yin states that “a case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (1994:13). Ragin adds that cases are 

“complex configurations of events and structures” (2004: 125), constituted before, during and 

after research. This study was built in accordance with that iterative logic and the precepts of 

structured, focused comparison, as suggested by Bennett and George (2006). This method is 

especially suited to the purpose of this study. We increase our leverage by making a dense 

descriptive account of cases, while keeping a comparative focus. Below, in the chapter 

dedicated to the comparative design, we will specify and compare relevant background 

conditions, in order to argue for the causal link between models of Church-State relations and 

the accommodation of Islam. In doing that, cases are constituted as suggested by Ragin 

(2004). 

 

Comparative method 
This study employs a most similar research design. We have followed the literature (Bennett 
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and George 2006; Collier and Collier 1991; Gerring 2007) in defining the scope conditions 

for the selection of comparable cases according to our starting question. After concluding that 

the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland were comparable phenomena, we 

proceeded to structure our comparison around models of Church-State relations and the 

establishment of Islam in both countries.  Finally, we have focused specifically on the 

background conditions which, according to our theoretical standpoint, are relevant to the 

phenomenon under study: first, societal change related to post-war migration and 

decolonization; second, the political context in both countries; third, the phenomenon of 

secularization and the legacy of Church-State relations in Portugal and Ireland, which is the 

central argument of this study. 

Following that, we should be able not only to determine whether our hypothesis holds but also 

to determine what are the mechanisms linking the explanatory factor (model of Church-State 

relations) to explained phenomenon (accommodation of Islam). 

This study aims to causally explain the accommodation of Islam and to link the cause (models 

of Church-State relations) to the effect (accommodation-establishment of Islam). We will 

infer from an in depth examination of models of Church-State relations in Ireland and 

Portugal, as the cause of different trajectories of accommodation and establishment of Islam. 

Additionally, we will interpret the link between cause and effect and determine what were the 

mechanisms underlying institutional change. 

 

Data collection 
This study is essentially qualitative in nature. We have collected standardized statistical data 

and official documents in order to aid us in establishing background conditions for the 

purpose of comparing Portugal and Ireland.  We have then proceeded, as far as possible, to 

collect data produced by representatives of Muslim communities in Portugal and Ireland; 

where no data was available from these primary sources, we have collected newspaper data 

for the period 1950-2009 with recourse to available physical archives (the National Libraries 

in Portugal and Ireland; the Dublin and Lisbon City Council Archives; the Lisbon Newspaper 

Repository and the Irish Newspaper Archive) and online databases (LexisNexis, Destakes, 

TCM Archives). Fieldwork was conducted in Portugal and Ireland (June 2009).  

This process has not been formal nor have we tried to establish symmetry in data collection as 

a precondition: we have proceeded in an iterative fashion and tried to decrease bias by 

increasing intensive/thick knowledge of cases. As such, we have gathered a significant 

number of secondary sources. They served as leverage for the expectable bias a qualitative 
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researcher encounters in his or her work.  

For material constraints, we have had no access to first-person data. It is disputable whether 

this has exerted a distorting effect in our findings: our perspective drew us further from first-

person accounts than would seemingly be reasonable, but it is also disputable whether 

structured interviews of Muslim representatives would contribute to an increase in this study's 

explanatory power. 

In the next chapter, Portugal and Ireland are compared on relevant socio-political features. 

 

Chapter IV - Portugal and Ireland in Context 
This chapter examines the background conditions of the accommodation of Islam in Portugal 

and Ireland.  

In 2010, 10 732 000 individuals reside in Portugal, with a steady growth rate over the last 30 

years. The population of the Republic of Ireland will amount to 4 589 000 (UN World 

Population Prospect 2008). These are comparable figures in widely differing Western 

European cases. Importantly, the demographic profile of Portugal and Ireland is 

geographically comparable: a third of the population in both countries reside in Lisbon or 

Dublin, the capital cities, and the rural/urban divide is increasingly prominent. Both Portugal 

and Ireland are liberal democratic polities and European Union members (Portugal since 

1986; Ireland since 1973). Until 1974, Portugal was governed by an authoritarian regime; the 

Republic of Ireland was established as a democracy in 1937, after achieving autonomy from 

the British Empire in 1922. As open economies and Western European democracies, both 

countries have been a part of major developments in international politics and economics.  

In what concerns key features and recent development of society and politics, for the purpose 

of testing the hypothesis that the model of Church-State relations is the most important 

explanatory factor of the accommodation of Islam, these are comparable countries. 

 

Migration and Decolonization 
The arrival of Islam in Portugal and Ireland, in the second half of the 20th century, is the 

consequence of two global phenomena: migration and decolonization. The Portuguese and 

Irish societies have been deeply changed by both: religious diversity has grown and Islam is 

now the largest non-Christian minority in both countries. 

 

Migration dynamics 

Portugal and the Republic of Ireland have been historically perceived as “emigration” 
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countries which went through phases of mass change in the late 20th century, becoming so-

called “immigration” countries (Pires 2003, Peixoto 2007, Baganha 1994, Ferriter 2005). 

Recently, these perceptions have been brought into question by scholars who argue that 

migration “regimes” have not really changed from negative migration rates to positive ones 

(Peixoto 2007, Lentin 2007): although net migration rates have become positive, this 

development means that migration fluxes are increasingly complex, encompassing permanent, 

seasonal and circular migration, as well as a growing number of asylum-seekers and refugees. 

Migration fluxes in Portugal and Ireland are as much the product of the specific worldscape of 

the post-war period as any in Western Europe (Hollifield 1992, Freeman 1995). Patterns of 

migration in Portugal and Ireland follow a similar path. The complexification of international 

migration dynamics is usually perceived as a function of post-World War II reconfigurations 

at various levels (Baganha 2006, Hollifield 1992). Two of those processes are of concern to 

this study: decolonization and internal economic restructuration. Each phenomena has 

contributed to the “growth in cultural, religious and diversity in Europe” (Vertovec and 

Wessendorf 2006) and, by extension, to the new presence / resurgence of Islam in Western 

Europe. 

 

Decolonization 

By 1974, Portugal and Ireland were both post-colonial countries. The former had been an 

imperial power from 1415 (Mattoso 1993) and was a year away from seeing African 

liberation movements reaching their definite goal, unilateral independence. The latter, on the 

other hand, had been a post-colonial country for quite some time: it was named Éire since 

1937 and had established itself as the Irish Free State in 1922 (Ferriter 2005).  Each of our 

chosen cases is therefore a post-colonial context: one was an imperial power and recent 

history is very much a product of that historical condition; the other was a colonial territory, 

then a dominion and finally an independent State, a process which created its own legacies 

and still impacts Irish society and politics. The world also went through a period of turmoil, 

especially since 1945. In a strictly material sense, decolonization is the process whereby 

imperial rule cease to exert control of power and administration in formerly colonial 

territories (Ferro 1996, Judt 2005). As such, the political economy of Western Europe, which 

was strictly intertwined with its articulation with worldwide pools of resources was thrown 

into disarray by the undoing of its support structure. Moreover, World War II brought about a 

severe contraction in the workforce available for the rebuilding of a severely damaged 

infrastructural grid. Post-war immigration is best perceived as interest-driven on the part of 
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first-wave immigration countries and framed within economic policy (Freeman 1995), 

notwithstanding its share of “unwanted” migrants (Joppke 1998). However, migration fluxes 

in the first postwar years were not entirely determined by policy efforts in order to attract 

workers. Complex and unexpected interactions were also rife, because linkages between 

former imperial powers and colonized territories remained. 

In 1974, as we argued above, the breakdown of colonial governance meant that 

decolonization became a determinant of migration towards Portugal. Before the event, 

Portugal had negative net migration rates. The Carnation Revolution went on at roughly the 

same time of the First Oil Crisis in 1973, thus straining. It has been argued that the existence 

of an authoritarian regime, concomitantly with the first major post-war economic shock, 

contributed to the unattractiveness of Portugal for migrants (Tiesler 2005); on the other hand, 

Ireland, notwithstanding its adhesion to the European Economic Community, was not much 

more attractive for migrants, apart from the lack of historical ties to newly independent 

colonies (Messina 2007). In fact, Figure 1 shows plainly that net migration rates in both 

countries fluctuate almost symmetrically. Migration dynamics in Portugal and Ireland have 

been affected, throughout the last 30 years, by a time lag when compared to the wider Western 

European context. 

 

Figure 1. Net Migration Rate (per 1,000 population) 

 
Source: World Migration Prospect 2008, UN Population Division 
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Politics in Portugal and Ireland 

In this section, we discuss the political systems in Portugal and Ireland. As liberal 

democracies which recognize and protect religious freedom, they are, in a general sense, 

comparable cases. Additionally, both countries are similar along other lines. 

 

The federal-unitary discussion 
Portugal and Ireland are unitary and centralized polities (Lijphart 1999, Budge et al 2000:34). 

The Portuguese and Irish political systems are characterized by a high degree of centralized 

decision-making, further illustrated by the highly centralized tax system – the share of central 

government revenues in Portugal is 92% of the total tax revenue in an average fiscal year, 

whereas in Ireland the same indicator ascends to 97% (at least until the Local Government 

Act of 2001) (Budge et al 2000: 34). In effect, Portugal and Ireland are two of the most 

centralized States in Western Europe. In conclusion, political resources tend to remain at 

central governments’ disposal, making it the most important agent with which minorities 

strive to make contact with, even though local government agents are crucial stakeholders: 

public policy is produced through central channels and local government tends to remain at a 

lower level. The local incumbent remains significant inasmuch as she determines, for 

example, whether mosques are established. The Lisbon mosque, for instance, is built on 

municipality-donated land, according to a ruling from the Lisbon City Council (Lisbon City 

Council 1976). Since state structures are highly centralized in both countries, one could 

expect that, regarding the accommodation and establishment of Islam, Muslim communities 

in Portugal and Ireland would develop nationwide structures, which in turn would be able to 

channel demands and command attention from state officials. This is the case in France, 

where government is highly centralized and a French Muslim Council tries to engage in 

dialogue with the State as a representative of Muslim interests in France. Such efforts have 

been conducted in Ireland, where there are a number of associations which bear some 

semblance to nationwide structures – the two foremost institutions, the Islamic Foundation of 

Ireland and the Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland - are indeed formally and informally 

national in their aims and scope. The recent emergence of the Irish Council of Imams points 

towards that direction – an umbrella-group which intends to federate different interests within 

Muslim communities in Ireland. In Portugal, on the other hand, the only nationwide 

association names itself after the capital and conducts its affairs mainly in Lisbon. 

Portugal (since 1982) and Ireland (since 1948) have kept a high degree of stability since the 

inception of democratic centralized institutions of government. 
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Governments and parliaments 
Portugal is a semi-presidential (Costa Lobo and Neto 2009; Lijphart 1999) or premier-

presidential (Costa Lobo 2005; Costa Lobo and Neto 2009) regime with a directly elected, 

unicameral parliament. Ireland is also a premier-presidential regime (Elgie and Fitzgerald 

2005), but its parliament is divided in two chambers, the directly-elected Dáil (the lower 

chamber) and the indirectly-elected/partly nominated Séanad (the upper chamber), making up 

an incongruent bicameral framework (Lijphart 1999). In effect, political power flows along 

somewhat similar lines in Ireland and Portugal (Lijphart 1999; Budge et al. 2000; 

Comparative Politics Database 2007). Over the last 25 years, both political systems have been 

marked by a significant degree of stability in what concerns formal rules. No significant 

amendment to the Irish constitution was introduced that significantly changed the rules of the 

democratic game in the Republic; in Portugal, since the 1982 constitutional review and 

consequent stabilization of Portuguese democracy, the Prime-Minister has grown increasingly 

important, albeit with important caveats (Costa Lobo 2005, 2007).  Institutional change has 

occurred, if at all, at a different level. What we may infer from an overview of both systems is 

that the executive exerts significant power over the legislature, going so far as being a part of 

the most important chamber, in the Irish case. Prime-ministers are clearly central to the 

political process, even with judicial review in both systems and circumstantial attrition 

between the President and the Prime-Minister in Portugal (e.g. Aníbal Cavaco Silva and 

Mário Soares after 1987). 

The Irish polity has deviated significantly from the Westminster model of democracy, but has 

also retained certain features of its British heritage (Kissane and Bulsara 2009); the relative 

youth of Portuguese democratic politics has not prevented the maintenance of a high degree 

of stability and flexibility (Costa Lobo 2005), hinting at subtle institutional changes whose 

underlying mechanism typology is still a matter of discussion. The accommodation of Islam 

in Portugal and Ireland has therefore proceeded within the context of either increasingly 

stable institutional power configurations (Portugal) or entirely stable ones (Ireland). 

 

Parties and the party system 

The issue of parties and party systems is interesting because Irish and Portuguese parties, as 

political groups, have tried to associate themselves, at various times, according to different 

strategies and ideologies, with the Catholic Church or in favor of a plural equality extended to 

all religions. 
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In both countries, the party system has been increasingly dominated by two major parties. The 

effective number of parties with parliamentary seats has diminished in recent years (Mair and 

Weeks 2004; Jalali 2007). In Portugal, the two dominant parties are the Socialist Party (PS), a 

centre-left party, and the Social-Democrat Party (PSD), a centre-right party with less clearly 

defined policy positions. The party system in Portugal is more clearly divided among left-

wing and right-wing politics than in Ireland, regardless of discussions on the cleavage 

structure. The PSD has been the preferential partner for Muslims over the years: the Luso-

Arab Chamber of Commerce was founded by individuals associated with that party and, most 

crucially, Suleiman Valy Mamede, the founding president of the Islamic Community of 

Lisbon, was a highly notorious party member for a number of years (Tiesler 2005). Neither 

party has openly alienated the Catholic Church; António Guterres, former Socialist Party 

leader, is a notable Catholic. 

Irish party poltics are much less clearcut than its Portuguese counterpart. It is centered around 

the discussion on the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1922. Fianna Fáil, one of the most dominant 

parties in Western Europe, was the product of a dissidence of Sinn Féin and the party of 

Eamonn de Valera. Its members positioned themselves against the treaty. Fine Gael, on the 

other hand, was formed by individuals whose stance tended towards agreeing with the Treaty 

and its conditions (Mair and Weeks 2004). Parties in Ireland do not operate along clear left-

right divides. Instead, the gravity centre of the Irish party system tends towards the centre-

right. Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael are both right of center; both are pro-European (as seen by 

the recent referendum on the Treaty of Lisbon). Fine Gael has sometimes appealed to centre-

left policies (Mair and Weeks 2004). Most importantly, both parties have supported the 

Catholic Church (Fine Gael is commonly referred to as a Christian-Democratic party) and, in 

several instances (most importantly, referenda on amendments to the constitutions which dealt 

with moral politics), both parties have stood alongside the ecclesiastic authorities. The soft 

separatist model of Church-State relations in Ireland is, we suggest, apparent in the relations 

maintained between Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael and the Catholic Church: although separate, they 

remain intimately connected and have been, at least until recently, closely associated. 

 

Secularization and Church-State relations in Portugal and Ireland 

In the following section, we discuss the phenomenon of secularization and its societal 

consequences. As a structural change in post-modern societies, it is of central relevance to 

understand how Islam is accommodated in Western European polities. Secularization does not 

amount to a simplistic decline of religion or its importance in everyday life; it implies a 
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reconfiguration of the role of religious belief and collective action organized around it, as 

much as a process of replacement of religion in Western societies. Following that, we discuss 

the development of Church-State relations in Portugal and Ireland. 

 

Secularization 

Perhaps the only social phenomenon as widely discussed as secularization is modernization. A 

number of vocal scholars have remained certain, for some decades, of the decline in 

significance of religion as a social institution and belief system in post-industrial societies 

(Bruce 2007; Martin 1978, Dobbelaere 1981). There are those who have made a transition, 

such as Peter Berger (1967, 2002). And then there are those who make their case for the 

resurgence of religion in modern societies (Casanova 1994, Asad 2003, Davie 2007) or the 

overall invalidity of the secularization theory on the basis of its ideological proclivity towards 

secularity. What these scholars agree on is that the role of religion has changed over the last 

decades. Whether by the reconfigurations induced by the increase in religious diversity, which 

is the issue at hand in our study, or by the variations in the importance accorded to religion 

and religious institutions, it remains a contentious issue. 

What is secularization and how does it relate to migration? In our view, José Casanova offers 

the best guidance on how to grasp the theme. According to the author, secularization theory is 

not a coherent set of propositions, but a mix of three different arguments or theses which 

necessitate separate discussion in order to ascertain their validity. Those axioms relate to the 

“differentiation and secularization in society” thesis (1994: 20-25), “the decline of religion” 

thesis (id, 25-35) and the “privatization of religion” thesis (ibid., 35-39). Secularization would 

thus be, first and foremost, the process whereby the secular spheres are differentiated from 

religious institutions and norms, second, the process whereby religion qua social institution 

declines in importance and its leverage on social norms and behaviors diminishes, and third, 

the process whereby religion qua social institution exits the public sphere and becomes a 

strictly private affair, thus becoming encapsulated in its own sphere. Talal Asad offers a 

compelling argument for the rejection of structural differentiation and privatization theses, 

namely in arguing for the historical character of “the secular” in Western Europe and the non-

neutrality of the public space where different actors act and produce meanings (Asad 2003: 

chap.6). This argument is in line with this study because it justifies our historical-

institutionalist approach: Islam has not been accommodated in Portugal and Ireland through 

institutional arrangements sprung out of nothingness; specific institutional arrangements, 

namely Catholic Church-State institutionalized relations, were the defining bases of 
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interaction between Muslim communities in Portugal and Ireland.  

The debate has been long and this study makes no effort at trying to summarize all the 

arguments thrown at the table. We accept a less ambitious conclusion, which is to state that 

religion has faced a process of deep change in modern societies: its moral role has been 

reconfigured as much as religious institutions have changed throughout the transition to a 

post-industrial world – religion is no longer the “Sacred Canopy” (Berger 1967), but neither 

has it fallen as deep as Steve Bruce has argued (Bruce 2002). Almost precisely as in what 

concerns migration fluxes, Portugal and Ireland have changed with a time-lag of sorts, 

making academic headlines as the slowest “adherents” to broader changes in the role of 

religion throughout Europe (Cabral et al 2001; Davie 2007; Inglis 2007). Indeed, in both 

countries religion has remained a societal staple: in 1999, more than 75% of Irish and 60% of 

Portuguese respondents to the World Values Survey mentioned that religion was at least 

“rather important” in their lives. Religion and religion institutions are not unquestioned agents 

in the public sphere, but as a social institution religion still patterns the behavior of 

Portuguese and Irish citizens as national subjects and socio-political agents: according to the 

2003 wave of the International Social Survey Programme, roughly 30% of the Irish and 

Portuguese individuals interviewed accorded a high degree of importance to religious 

affiliation in their perception of national identity. The historical role of the Catholic Church in 

shaping national identities in Portugal and Ireland has been densely discussed (e.g. Mattoso 

1985, 1998; Ferriter 2005, Connolly 2003); in both cases, Catholicism is the core of a mythic 

shared ancestry – one may refer to the Irish epiteth of “Island of Saints and Scholars” and the 

historiographical myth of “Christian Reconquista” in Portugal, to acknowledge the 

overwhelming importance of a Catholic lexicon in modern Portuguese and Irish societies. As 

we show below, the overarching theme of Catholicism and the dominance of the Catholic 

Church has not escaped politics, especially political parties and elites.   

Moreover, highly politicized debates on abortion in Portugal (Pirralha 2008, Freire 2008) and 

on divorce in Ireland (Ferriter 2005, Coakley 2004), both highly polarized by religious 

affiliation and the openly political stance of the Catholic Church, suggest that, although 

formal belonging to religious organizations may have declined in both countries and Grace 

Davie’s elegant dictum that one may “believe without belonging” (2007) is suggestive, José 

Casanova’s argument on the frailty of the privatization argument (1994) is  solid. The role of 

the Catholic Church in Portugal and Ireland throughout the 1990s makes clear that religion, at 

both attitudinal and institutional levels, remains a defining social institution. The relationship 

between the State and religion has largely been configured in Portugal and Ireland through 
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Church-State relations and defined by the dominance of the Catholic Church. 

As we have stated, the relationship of the Irish and Portuguese has clearly moved towards a 

more individualized negotiation with transcendent categories (Inglis 2007; Cabral 2001), 

marking a convergence with other Western European contexts, yet the accommodation of 

Islam as a political process has followed a path within a setting which was changed by the 

dynamics of international migration and the rearrangement of religion in the constellation of 

social institutions in Portugal and the Republic of Ireland. The following section discusses 

institutionalized Church-State relations in Portugal and Ireland. 

 

Church-State Relations in Portugal and the Republic of Ireland 

The history of relations between the State and religion in Portugal and the Republic of Ireland 

is essentially the history of relations between the Roman Catholic Church and the State, since 

both countries are religiously homogeneous and the Church has historically observed a high 

level of predominance in several sociopolitical fields, namely health and education. “Church-

State relations” is largely the same as “institutional arrangements for the management of 

religion”, the framework into which Islam was to be accommodated in the mid to late 20th 

century. The New Islamic Presence in Europe was framed within the rules, legacies and logic 

of appropriateness embedded into Portuguese and Irish Church-State relations (Fetzer and 

Soper 2005, 2007; Ferrari 2003). As such, we will discuss the historical legacy of Church-

State relations in Portugal and Ireland. This discussion follows the theoretical examination we 

offered above, pertaining to the threefold classification of Western European models of 

Church-State relations as either national church types, concordatarian types or separatist 

types. Portugal fits into the concordatarian type; Ireland fits into a soft version of separatism. 

As stated above, Catholicism is a constitutive part of Portuguese and Irish identities, evidence 

that the socio-political role of the Roman Catholic Church in both countries has been both 

central and dominant (Kissane 2003; Soares Loja 2002). This link is the result of highly 

differentiated processes, especially in what concerns duration and eventfulness. Although the 

Irish Roman Catholic Church has also taken part in momentous internal changes during the 

last 200 years, the Portuguese Roman Catholic Church has been at the center of Portuguese 

political life since the inception of Portugal as an autonomous and recognizable polity in 

1143. There are several accounts of the institutional development of patterned Church-State 

relations over the duration of Portugal as a political entity (Mattoso 1998; Teixeira Fernandes 

2001; Vilaça 2006). The turbulent relationship between the Church and the State dates back, if 

not further back in our proposed chronology, to the clash between the powerful Jesuit Order 
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and the King’s Minister, Marquês de Pombal, in the 18th century, which lead to the expulsion 

and expropriation of the most powerful religious order in Portugal. The 19th century was 

marked by a series of events which mounted pressure in the relationship between the Church 

and the State (Teixeira Fernandes 2001), but, that notwithstanding, the Roman Catholic 

Church remained enfranchised and Catholicism was enforced as the preeminent social 

identity in Portugal up until 1911 (Soares Loja 2002; Teixeira Fernandes 2001) and the advent 

of the first republican Constitution. The radically anti-clerical First Republic made clear that 

religious governance of State affairs was no longer acceptable: the 1911 law on the separation 

of State and Church was as radical as its 1905 French counterpart, with the important 

difference that it was more immediate and less gradual (Soares Loja 2002). The efforts of 

Afonso Costa, perhaps the best known exponent of Portuguese anti-clericalism, have 

produced an institutional legacy which established entirely non-confessional State structures – 

that legacy is, we argue, the explanation for the fact that public services are not managed by 

religious denominations, contrarily to the norm in Ireland. 

The 1940 Concordat is the starting point of a normalization procedure. What we mean by this 

is that the First Republic was both exceptional and significant as a critical juncture in the 

development of the modern Church-State relations model: as an authoritarian regime which 

hinged on moral superiority and traditional values, the “New State” had to reestablish 

relations with the Vatican and the Catholic Church in Portugal. It did so by effecting a regime 

of nominal separation, where religious freedom was constitutionally protected and the 

Catholic Church was recognized as an institution governed by its own body of law, with 

specific exemptions and a privileged relationship with the State (Adragão 2004). In effect, the 

institutional arrangement for the management of religion enforced from 1940 until 1975 

(when an additional protocol on divorce was signed) recognized the existence of non-Catholic 

religious denominations and the role of religion in public life (id: ibid). But as a 

concordatarian model of Church-State relations in a monoconfessional country ruled by an 

authoritarian regime which sustained itself through traditionalist rhetorics and a strict 

intertwining between political elites and ecclesiastic hierarchies (Teixeira Fernandes 2001), its 

development and contextual adaptation was very slow. As the 20th century progressed, 

religious diversity in Portugal became less and less manageable through an institutional 

framework in which increasing returns and positive feedback are visible as modes of 

institutional development. As stated above, concordatarian models are theoretically less 

adaptable than separatist models such as that of Ireland. The 1940 Concordat, in its 2004 

version and subsequent 2009 regulations, remains in place: in that sense, the Portuguese 
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model of Church-State relations is still concordatarian. However, the significance of changes 

brings into question whether this institutional arrangement serves the same purpose.   

However, Catholicism remained highly identified with an essential Portuguese identity and 

became one of the ideological pillars of the 1933-1974 regime. In effect, regarding the 

possession of political and material resources, the Catholic Church in Portugal has remained 

dominant and institutionally stable: the political context was sometimes clearly not favorable, 

but as an organization it was able to preserve important resource pools.  

Catholicism was never a differentiating identity marker in Portuguese politics: asserting belief 

in Church hierarchy meant simply acknowledging the dominant social order. Until recently 

(Cabral et al 2001; Freire 2003), confessional belonging was not deemed a significant factor 

in Portuguese politics. Throughout the transition to democracy, the Portuguese Catholic 

Church struggled with an unfavorable political legacy – enduring accusations of collaboration 

in the repressive politics of previous years – but it remained vital as a civil society actor and 

continued to hold sway in the Portuguese population. As we have said, the Catholic Church 

continues to be, as of now, one of the most trusted institutions in Portuguese society – 

referenda on abortion, in the mid-1990s (which upheld criminal charges filed against women) 

and a decade later (resulting in the decriminalization of abortion, a watershed in Portuguese 

moral politics), have shown both that the Church maintained a central role as a moral center 

for Portuguese society and the continued effect of secularization. The Catholic Church heavily 

invested itself in public discussion on the issue, framing itself as a political actor and 

employing its vast resources in lobbying (Pirralha 2008). The 1940 Concordat was never 

revoked and the Church continues to hold significant privilege in Portuguese politics. The 

first significant watershed in Portuguese Church-State relations was, of course, the result of 

the 2nd Vatican Council, which fundamentally changed the Church’s stance towards its 

societal and moral roles (and their interplay). But, in a strictly practical aspect, it may well 

have been the 2001 Religious Freedom Act, followed by regulatory amendments to the 

Concordat, in 2004 and 2009. Several legal scholars assert that religious neutrality in Portugal 

continues to be a non-attained constitutional demand, since the Catholic Church, either 

through negative or positive dispositions in the institutional framework for the management of 

religion, continues to be selectively privileged over other religious confessions (Soares Loja 

2002; Moreira 2007). 

 

In Ireland, confessionality remains a highly important cleavage and defining political factor. 

As we have seen, the party system in Ireland is, to an extent, both a function of the stance by 
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parties in a specific setting – the process leading towards an Irish Free State and finally the 

Republic of Ireland - and a function of the role of Catholicism in defining party policy 

positions. 

The colonial and post-colonial character of Irish politics, for the better part of its modern 

history, had important consequences for the role of the Catholic Church and Catholicism in 

Ireland (Kissane 2003; Sakaranaho 2006). The 1937 constitution is the result of a long process 

in which Catholicism became highly identified with an Irish ethnic identity as opposed to the 

dominant British imperial rule (Kissane 2003; Sakaranaho 2006; Ferriter 2005). The long 

history of Catholicism in Ireland (“the island of saints and scholars”, as it is popularly referred 

to), which, moreover, had a renaissance of sorts in the 19th century, following the Great 

Famine, linked up with nationalist politics in the first years of the 20th century (Kissane 2003). 

As Irish nationalism emerged victorious from the struggle for autonomy and, afterwards, 

independence, following 1922, the Church was in a very favorable position: it held sway over 

most of the Irish population and it influenced a large share of political elite members, among 

them Eamonn De Valera. It has been argued that the 1937 constitution resulted from the 

personal vision of De Valera (Coakley 2004; Sakaranaho 2006); more likely, it was the result 

of a long process in which considerations on the role of the Irish Catholic Church were 

pondered. As a result, the Church emerged from the approval of the 1937 constitution as a 

dominant political interest group, in addition to its role as the moral guardian and advisor par 

excellence of Irish society (Kissane 2003). The preamble explicitly stated that the Irish 

political process was to follow a Christian ethos (Constitution of Ireland 1937). The Irish 

State was, however, prohibited from endowing any religion, establishing a formally separatist 

Church-State relational pattern. Yet separatism in Ireland is hardly equivalent to French laïcité 

(Ferrari 2002, 2003). By the time of the 1972 amendment, Irish societal dynamics had 

changed the moral and political logics of Catholicism: the Church was no longer an 

unquestioned social agent, either for rural or urban Ireland (Inglis 2007), but as subsequent 

referenda on divorce and abortion clearly show, its moral influence remained striking and its 

institutional dominance is still very much in place. 

Regarding Church-State relations in Ireland, the remaining years in the 1970s and the largest 

part of the 1980s further confirmed the idea that the enforcement of a strict separation 

between the State and religion, as per the amended constitution, was untenable. Ireland lagged 

behind other EEC members in economic performance, remaining a cohesion country until the 

early 1990s, and societal dynamics confirmed the centrality of the Church in Irish civil 

society. In 1983, the 8th amendment to the constitution imposed institutional measures towards 
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the prevention of future legalization of abortion. Both Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael fully 

supported the amendment, as well as the Church, forming a coalition which faced the 

opposition of a broad left-wing front. A striking 67% of Irish voters approved the amendment 

as stated (Coakley 2004). It was the first sign of the preeminence of religion and the Catholic 

Church in an Ireland facing growing political divide over the Northern territory and its 

relationship with Britain (Ferriter 2005) The rejection of the 10th amendment to the 

Constitution in 1986, which would make divorce legal, was evidence that the opposition of 

the Church hierarchy was still one of the most important factors to consider in Irish politics. 

Its coalition with Fianna Fáil, the main opposition party, against the Fine Gael (government)-

Labour Party coalition, was successful (Mair and Weeks 2004). The question of abortion was 

publicly debated again in 2002, when the 25th amendment to the Constitution, proposing 

further penalties for the practice of abortion and the removal of the threat of suicide as 

grounds for the act (Kissane 2003). It was rejected by a very small majority and it revealed an 

increasing rural-urban divide, but it was also apparent that the Church, in comparison with 

former referenda and public debates, was less willing to engage in public discussion and its 

sway over Irish citizens had shrunk considerably. Societal trust in the Catholic Church had 

decreased significantly. 

In 2009, another chapter in this complex narrative was opened. The Fianna Fáil-majority Dáil 

approved an Act which criminalized blasphemy (Defamation Act 2009). A public debate 

immediately opened (Nugent 2009; Bray 2009). Religious denominations approved the 

institutional innovation, but denied any preceding policy discussion (Coulter 2009). The 

effects of such a Bill in a country such as Ireland (which maintains a high level of religiosity 

compared to most other European countries) are not easily predicted. 

From the 1990s on, the Catholic Church in Ireland faced a quandary which never arose in 

Portugal. Its position as the moral centre of Irish society and politics was compromised by a 

series of scandals: the discovery of rampant child abuse in Church-governed institutions was 

faced with a high degree of seriousness, as well as several reports on substandard behavior by 

several Church hierarchy representatives (namely the Ferns Report in 2005, the Irish Child 

Abuse Commission 2009 and the Ryan Report), leading to significant reactions by Brian 

Cowen, the current Prime-Minister, and Diarmuid Martin, the Archbishop of Dublin, who 

apologized to abused children and called for more rigorous investigations on the issue, 

welfare reform and an overall reappraisal of the behavior of Catholic orders in Ireland. At the 

same time, the Irish Catholic Church continued to be one of the most well-known service 

providers in the country, namely in the education and health systems. The widespread notion 
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that religious denominations are service providers, in Western Europe (Davie 2007), is 

prevalent in Ireland. The Catholic Church has been the preeminent actor in this regard. As 

well will see below, the accommodation of Islam in Ireland as a historical process has been 

highly influenced by that societal function of religion and the Catholic Church. Paradoxically, 

although the Constitution precludes any State endowment of a specific denomination, the fact 

remains that the Church is institutionally embedded in Irish social policy considerations, 

much more so than in Portugal, where the public and private sectors are clearly 

distinguishable.  

In effect, the historical-institutional legacy of the Catholic Church in Portugal and Ireland is 

perhaps the most important factor in considering the accommodation of Islam in both 

countries. As we have made clear, in Catholic-majority countries, determining the societal and 

moral role of the Roman Catholic Church equates determining how religion is managed, 

perceived and acknowledged by the wider society and polity. Interestingly, the location of 

power in Portugal and Ireland supports the argument that power relations have been and are 

beneficial to the Catholic Church; until very recently (the decline of the Irish Catholic Church 

as a leader of the so-called “moral majority” (Kissane 2003)), the Portuguese and Irish 

Catholic Churches held an almost equivalent sway over Catholics and both were highly 

influential agents in national politics. Yet the institutional trajectories of each body were very 

different; although political and material resources held by the Portuguese and Irish Catholic 

Churches are comparable, its patterns of distribution are very different. Moreover, the context 

in which their institutional development occurred was politically, economically, culturally and 

societally diverse. 

 

The New Islamic Presence in Portugal and Ireland 
Thus far, we have compared Portugal and Ireland on the grounds of their social and political 

similarities. But one of the main reasons leading to the pairing of Portugal and Ireland as 

cases for comparison pertains to the number of residents in Portugal and Ireland who state 

their belonging to the Muslim community (Figure 2). Through the past 40 years, the number 

of Muslims in both countries has never strayed far from 35,000 individuals, although data for 

Muslim residents in Portugal is practically non-existant (the number of 38 to 40,000 is usually 

advance as a gross estimate without further support).  Muslims of Shi’a and Sunni affiliation 

tend to concentrate in the Lisbon and Dublin metropolitan areas. The majority of Muslims in 

both countries belong to the Sunni majority, though the New Islamic Presence in Portugal 

differentiates itself from the wider European phenomenon because of the significance of the 
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Shi’a Ismaili community (Tiesler 2005, 2007). 

 

Figure 2. Muslim Residents in the Republic of Ireland and Portugal 
 

Sources: Instituto Nacional de Estatística Census 1991, 2001; Central Statistics Office Census 

2002, 2006; World Christian Database 2005 

 

The first years of Islam in Portugal and Ireland are traceable to the end of the 1950s. The 

presence of Muslims in Lisbon and Dublin in that decade was an “Islam of students” (Tiesler 

2001; Flynn 2006) and an “Islam of the embassies” (Laurence 2006). Most Muslims in 

Lisbon were of South-Asian ascent with linkages to Mozambique, with the exception of 

Embassy personnel, which amounted to a diverse group of people (Tiesler 2005; Vakil 2003a, 

2003b, 2004); in Dublin, South-African students were crucial in establishing the Dublin 

Islamic Society at the Royal College of Surgeons (FOSISI s.d.; Sakaranaho 2006). A high 

number of Shi’a Ismaili Muslims of Indian ascent moved in a transnational network linking 

Portugal and Mozambique (Macagno 2006; Tiesler 2005). Some of these individuals were 

Portuguese citizens (Tiesler 2005; Vakil 2003a, 2003b).  

At the end of the 1950s, the outbreak of apartheid in South Africa forced a number of 

Muslims to leave the country, and Ireland, with its links to Great Britain, was an appealing 

destination. The decades-old tradition of Muslim physicians in Dublin (Flynn 2006; 

Sakaranaho 2003, 2006) may be traced to this transnational link. These examples show us that 

decolonization, having exerted a differential impact in Portugal and Ireland, did exert an 

impact in both cases.  

In 1974, the Carnation Revolution brought about several immediate structural changes. The 

transition to democracy caused a breakdown at almost every level of governance, especially 

its colonial instances. A number of Portuguese citizens residing in newly independent 

countries, such as Mozambique, went to Portugal as a result of the disaggregation of political, 

economic and social structures in those newly independent states (Pires 2003; Tiesler 2001). 

The revolutionary reconfigurations in most newly independent countries contributed to 

Country
Year Ireland Portugal
1991 - 9159
2001 - 12014
2002 19147 -
2005 26000 (est.) 24300 (est.)
2006 32539 -
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feelings of insecurity of skilled and trading social classes, in which many Muslim individuals 

located themselves (Tiesler 2001). In Ireland, on the other hand, the impact of decolonization 

is not a direct function of its participation in imperial politics as anything other than a 

dominion of the British Empire, but it has been, throughout the 20th century, a growingly 

preferred country of arrival for migrants of multiple origins and, for the purposes of this study, 

migrants whose condition is the product of post-colonial dynamics. British colonialism has 

exerted a deep impact in the Republic of Ireland’s social and political institutions (Ferriter 

2005), which, by a mostly unexpected turn of events, made it an appealing destination for 

migrants originating from former British-occupied territories (Flynn 2006; Messina 2007), 

especially medical students who were highly attracted by the reputation of the Trinity College 

Dublin and the Royal College of Surgeons – the choice of Dublin by South African Students 

was not entirely arbitrary. In conclusion, students were established in Portugal and Ireland at 

the end of the 1950s. 

Following the establishment of the first informal groups in Portugal and Ireland, the 

establishment of Islam in Portugal and Ireland follows a path which is increasingly influenced 

by macro-phenomena such as global migration and decolonization. The religious, ethnic, 

national and class profiles of Muslims in both countries became much more heterogeneous. 

The institutional development of Islam in Portugal and Ireland is detailed in the next chapter. 

 

Chapter V - The accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland 
The ongoing process whereby Islam becomes accommodated in Portugal and Ireland is cross-

nationally different. This chapter discusses the establishment of Muslim communities in each 

country within a specific model of Church-State relations: in Ireland, the soft separatist model 

has been important in allowing for an overall easier process of accommodation; in Portugal, 

the concordatarian model reinforced the dominance of the Catholic Church and made the 

accommodation of Islam comparatively more difficult. 

In contemporary Irish social and political affairs, there is no one preferred speaker on behalf 

of “Muslims”: Imam Yahya al-Hussein (from the Islamic Foundation of Ireland) and Sheikh 

Hussein Halawa (from the Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland) no longer monopolize 

“Muslim” political and media space. On the contrary, in Portugal there is such a recognized 

and recognizable speaker, Sheikh David Munir (Tiesler 2005, Mapril 2008). This is an 

enticing sign for our research: according to this finding, the network of infrastructures tending 

to the needs of the many Muslim communities should be denser and more segmented in 

Ireland than in Portugal. That is so because the institutional legacy of Church-State relations 
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in the former has been more favorable and the opportunity structure for the accommodation of 

religious minorities in Ireland, related to the public perception of the role played by religion, 

religious denominations and faith-based bodies, as well as the factual role played by religious 

denominations and faith-based bodies, has been more open, in recent years, to the 

establishment of Muslims than has been the case in Portugal. 

Following this discussion, we look at the network of infrastructures put in place by Muslims 

in Portugal and Ireland (Figure 3). This network comprises structures which function is to 

provide for communities' religious needs – mosques, prayer halls and qur'anic schools, 

services which are related to the religious identity of Muslims – halal butchers, burial sites 

and Muslim-sponsored schools with State-approved curricula – and finally associative bodies 

which make up the institutional framework of the establishment of Muslims in Portugal and 

Ireland – from national interest bodies to general interest associations. 

 

Figure 3. Infrastructures, services and associations: a comparative assessment 

Sources: Islamic Community of Lisbon; Al-Furqán; Islamic Foundation of Ireland; Tiesler 

2005; Flynn 2006; Sakaranaho 2006 

Note: The figures are merely indicative, as data from unconfirmed sources is utilized. For 

better reference, the study’s qualitative analysis should be followed. 

 

Organizational Infrastructures 

In order to look at what we have labeled as network, we have determined the number and 
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character of infrastructures put in place to tend to the needs of Muslims. For the purposes of 

this study, we have chosen to distribute these infrastructures among three categories: religious 

services, general services and associative bodies. 

 

Mosques 

Mosques are central to the communal life of Muslims (Cesari 2007), thus making their 

identification essential in understanding the accommodation of Islam in any Western 

European country. Whether a mosque is purpose-built or converted from another structure is 

more important than it may seem. A purpose-built religious infrastructure is, at the outset, 

financially and bureaucratically more demanding than a conversion process. In effect, the 

accommodation of Islam in Portugal has been highly affected by the construction of a 

“cathedral”-mosque (Cesari 2004) in Lisbon; in Dublin, the conversion of a former 

Presbyterian Church took up comparatively fewer resources (Ryan 1996; Flynn 2006; 

Kilfeather 1983; Wren 1981; White 1993) and was apparently less bureaucratically 

demanding – less traffic and construction permits are required for a community to establish a 

dignified place of communal life in an already built structure. The lagging of the process 

whereby the Lisbon was built – for multiple reasons (Marques da Silva 1988; Lisbon City 

Council Urban Archive Section 1980; Expresso 1979) – has had a tangibly perverse effect in 

the inner processes of the Islamic Community of Lisbon, going so far as being used as an 

argument in electoral politics over the years (Câncio 1987; Mamede 1985; Tiesler 2005). One 

should not obscure the fact that the Lisbon Central Mosque has not been the first purpose-

built mosque in Portugal; in fact, that landmark belongs to the Aicha Siddika mosque in 

Odivelas, a suburb of Lisbon. There are few, if any, studies about the establishment of this 

small but very important mosque (Tiesler 2001, 2005). Also, in 1982, a mosque was opened in 

the Southern Margin of the Tagus River, in the locality of Laranjeiro, in the occasion also 

establishing the Southern Tagus Islamic Community. Its relevance should not be 

underestimated as a very significant Muslim community still thrives in Laranjeiro. The 

presence of Muslim communities in other areas is marked by the absence of publicly visible 

mosques: in Porto, Portugal’s second largest city, a thriving community maintains a variety of 

infrastructures; in the Algarve, because of several construction booms (Pires 2003); labor 

migration has been an important factor in increasing the number of Muslim constituents. 

There are also some cultural centres which regularly make appearances in the public sphere, 

but, as we will see, the main staple of public representation, for Muslims, has been the Islamic 

Community of Lisbon and, to a narrower extent, the Aga Khan Foundation.  In view of this, 
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one should not overstate differences between Portugal and Ireland. Muslims in Portugal are 

geographically widespread, albeit with a clear Lisbon-centered topology. It is the case that 

Muslims in Portugal are thriving and there are numerous reports acknowledging a perceived 

integration, even if there are continuing concerns, especially in the wake of the events of the 

1990s. 

However, the main point in our argument remains. The first mosque in Ireland resulted from a 

conversion process, which necessitated low investment (relationally as well as financially); 

the Laranjeiro’s mosque notwithstanding, it is a fact that the two most important projects for 

the New Islamic Presence in Portugal, the Lisbon Central (cathedral) mosque and the Aicha 

Siddika mosque, have entailed high costs and a very high depletion of resources, especially 

the Lisbon Central Mosque (Carvalho 1991, Mamede 1985, Marques da Silva 1988). In 

retrospect, it is apparent that while institutionally Muslims in Portugal and Ireland were 

marginally similar, in what concerns social, financial and political resources, as well as output 

capacity (political and religious capacity), it is apparent that later trajectories have been 

influenced by the fact that the concentration of resources upon few assets, in Portugal, has 

produced a centripetal institutional effect. In other words, a very early investment in a costly 

project such as a Central Mosque has put the Islamic Community of Lisbon at the centre of 

interaction dynamics between other political actors and the Muslim communities in Portugal. 

The building of a purpose-built mosque entailed an early association of “Islam” and 

“Muslims” as political concepts and agents with the Islamic Community of Lisbon. On the 

contrary, in Ireland, the maintenance of a more subdued investment policy has made possible 

the proliferation of many actors representing the many Muslim communities in the country. 

Coupled with what we have stated on the political landscape in both countries, it is apparent 

that the accommodation of Islam in Ireland is further along than in Portugal. Figure 3 shows 

the estimate number of mosques and the share of purpose-built as related to the converted 

ones. One should add to this the fact that mosques in Ireland are geographically more 

widespread than in Portugal. Again, the Irish and Portuguese political systems are sufficiently 

similar to exclude differences at the local government level; most mosques in this account are 

not subject to long bureaucratic processes, being purpose-converted inner building spaces. 

 

The first purpose-built mosque in Ireland is located, curiously enough, in Ballyhaunis, a small 

village in County Mayo, the westernmost county in Ireland, and one of the most rural. It was 

built in 1987 within the reach of an almost entirely Muslim workforce, employed at Halal 

Industries, a plant owned by an entrepreneur named Sher Rafique (Flynn 2006, Finlan 1989). 
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Throughout the last 30 years, Irish beef was a major export, thus making it an appealing 

business niche for entrepreneurs interested in the growing halal market located in Arab 

countries. The establishment of a Joint Arab Irish Chamber of Commerce, incidentally also in 

1987 , illustrates the close connection between economic dynamics and the establishment of 

thriving Muslim communities in Ireland. The plant has since closed (Holmquist 1997) and 

reopened in another location, but the mosque has remained open, albeit with difficulties.  

The two most important mosques in Ireland, for the purposes of this study are the Dublin 

mosque and the mosque located within the premises of the Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland 

(ICCI). The former is related to the Islamic Foundation of Ireland (IFI); the latter is related to 

its welcoming infrastructural complex. The institutional and relational interplay between both 

institutions has at times been less than amiable, as suggested by reports in the Friday Times 

(the first and, for the time being, the only Muslim newspaper in Ireland) and statements by 

Imam Yahya al-Hussein and Sheikh Hussein Halawa, but the fact remains that, since 1976, the 

Dublin Muslim community’s religious needs and public representation have been catered for 

by either the IFI or the ICCI. As Tuula Sakaranaho deftly states, the late 1990s are a period of 

transition: until 1996, the IFI represented Muslim interests in the Irish public sphere (Coghlan 

1993) and sponsored institutionalization efforts such as the establishment of the first Muslim 

National School, in 1990 (Imam Yahya al-Hussein and the IFI were highly important actors in 

its establishment (Nesbitt 1990; Walshe 1990; Flynn 2006) and, later, in its administration (IFI 

2005, 2009; Whelan 2004; Maguire 2005; Flynn 2009; Reilly 2009) from then on, the ICCI 

gradually gained a share in the representation of Muslims in the Irish public sphere 

(Sakaranaho 2006). In 2009, the preeminence of the ICCI is widely acknowledged: the 

infrastructural complex is a landmark in the Clonskeagh area (Sakaranaho 2006), receiving 

wide media coverage and a National Architectural Award (RIAI 2009). In addition, Ali Selim, 

the ICCI’s national secretary, is a growingly respected voice within the Irish public sphere 

(Selim 2007, 2008a, 2008b), as well as Imam Sayyed Ali Abdullah and Ali al-Saleh,  of the 

Shi’a Ahlul Bayt Centre, in Milltown (McGarry 2008) and the polemicist Sheik Shaheed 

Satardien, a controversial figure whose vocal stance in the Irish public sphere (going so far as 

to appear in a RTÉ One series named “West of Mecca”, in August 2008) and in a series of 

reports in the Irish Times (Fitzgerald 2006). As such, what we may call the “Muslim space” 

within the Irish public sphere has welcomed a growing number of representatives. This 

assertion is interesting in that this growth is concomitant with an overall growth in the 

“Muslim space” itself and, most importantly, it has asserted the remaining importance of the 

mosque in the accommodation of Islam: representatives linked to mosques have perceivably 
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remained in control of communication channels with official politics. Apart from personal 

merits and stature, Imam Yahya al-Hussein and Sheikh Hussein Halawa are religious 

representatives whose political entrepreneurship has depended on their standing within a 

mosque; all other institutional attainments, such as Halawa heading the ICCI since its 

inception, or Hussein and the IFI being patrons of the first Muslim national school, are 

“downstream” events, to use Pierson’s terminology (Pierson 2004: 52). 

Institutional attrition notwithstanding, it is significant to observe that a smooth transition, as 

far as accommodation dynamics are concerned, did in fact occur. The regular presence of 

official agents in both instances, the Dublin Mosque and the Islamic Cultural Centre of 

Ireland, is a mainstay of Irish cultural politics; Imam Yahya al-Hussein continues to appear 

regularly in printed and broadcast media. As stated above, Sheikh David Munir is the main 

“Muslim voice” in Portugal.  

 

Prayer halls 

At this point, it is important to reinforce the fact that, at an early stage, Portugal and Ireland 

were cases of “embassy Islam” as Laurence (2006) proposes: indeed, the establishment of 

Islam in both countries is inextricably linked to the practice of embassy personnel (Vakil 

2004; Ciciora 2009). The Islamic Centre, an institution established for the purpose of 

supporting the building of the Lisbon Central Mosque, was sponsored by the ambassador of 

Morocco in Portugal (Boletim do Centro Islâmico de Portugal 1979), while in Ireland the 

early endeavors of Gulf States towards the establishment of a thriving Islamic community are 

also evident (IFI s.d.). In this study, prayer halls in State buildings are the most significant 

instances of accommodation. The number of prayer halls in privately-owned spaces is not 

determinate (sources are scarce and not up-to-date) and its relevance is limited, because, as 

private practice, it depends only on the constitutionally-protected freedom of religious 

practice.  

In this respect, we will look at two different institutions, before analyzing the broader national 

scenario: universities and hospitals. Both are effectively representative of major differences in 

two policy subsystems of major importance, education and health. It is no exaggeration to 

state that through a simple survey of the presence of Islam in third-level education public 

institutions and major health-care hubs one will conclude not only that the path of 

accommodation of Islam is highly influenced by class, but also that its trajectory was 

dependent on the opportunities for the establishment of associations within broader 

frameworks (namely student associations) and the prolonged accommodation of Muslims in a 
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highly regulated professional and ethical space, that of physicians. Since the Catholic Church 

was a historically foundational actor in each subsystem, we argue that both instances are 

sensitive to the structural properties of State-religion relations and its changes over time: in 

Portugal and Ireland, there are many examples of the embeddedness of religion in education 

and health-care. Trust in the Catholic Church has perceivably depended on its dominance over 

education and health-care systems. But, as we have seen, the structure and historical changes 

of Church-State relations are key differences and “Church-State relations” is indeed the most 

important explanatory factor in the accommodation of Islam in Western Europe. We have 

stated above that the structure of church-State relations has grown increasingly different in the 

last four decades, although the societal role of the Church has been more or less equivalent in 

Portugal and Ireland until the 1990s. 

In Portugal, apart from the Catholic University, there is no higher-level educational institution 

providing for its students’ religious needs. Islamic prayer halls are inexistent in Portuguese 

universities and have been so for the entire duration of the modern Portuguese university 

system. Throughout the 1950s, Muslim students went to Lisbon in order to study for a degree 

– as Tiesler (2005) states, the first phase of the New Islamic Presence in Portugal was made 

up of college students and we have stated that “Embassy Islam” (Laurence 2006, Laurence 

and Vaïsse 2006) is an apt characterization of the 1950s establishment process. Therefore, this 

should be put in direct contrast to the Irish reality, which is strikingly different. As we have 

stated, quantitative differences in absolute prayer hall numbers may well be residual, but that 

is not so at this level, offering further evidence that the accommodation of Islam in Portugal 

and Ireland has depended also on the class background and cultural capital of Muslims and 

not only on the institutional features of political systems and subsystems. This should be 

further researched in other studies. 

 

In Ireland, most public universities accommodate Islamic prayer halls. The largest institutions, 

namely the University College - Dublin, the Trinity College – Dublin and the University 

College – Cork, actively provide for the need of its Muslim students. It is important to note 

that the story of Muslim associative life in Ireland began at a constituent college of the 

National University of Ireland, the Royal College of Surgeons. The prevalence of Muslim 

students in medical studies is notable. Recently, the Royal College of Surgeons announced 

plans to build bathrooms oriented towards Mecca (The Independent 2009), while making 

clear that the decision was made after pondering on the needs of the College’s student 

population as a whole and not because of external pressure. This openness has extended 
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towards the creation of transnational efforts tying the Royal College of Surgeons to Muslim-

majority countries, namely Bahrain and Dubai. It is also a discernible influencing factor in the 

significant number of Muslim physicians in Ireland, who are well integrated. There are a 

number of hospitals with Islamic prayer halls, especially in Dublin and Cork (the Republic’s 

largest cities). Once again, an interesting contrast between Portugal and Ireland emerges. 

Although there is evidence that in the 1950s a number of Muslim students went to Portugal in 

order to attain higher-education degrees in a variety of disciplines, including medical studies, 

the presence of Muslim doctors in the Portuguese health-care system is hardly mentioned in 

the public sphere, if at all; the lack of data on religious beliefs and identities also precludes, 

for the moment, further investigation. However, the absence of Islamic prayer halls in 

Portuguese public hospitals is conspicuous. The emergence of democratic politics in Portugal 

has not been a watershed in this regard; we have found no evidence of changes in this area.  

 

Qur’anic schools 

In both Portugal and Ireland, there are a number of institutions which cater exclusively to the 

religious needs of Muslim students (madrasas). These are mostly connected to mosques, 

especially the largest ones (Flynn 2006; Ciciora 2009; Tiesler 2001, 2005). There is no 

specific provision in Irish and Portuguese law regulating the relationship between the State 

and these schools; we discuss the role of faith-sponsored schools with State approved 

curricula below. Exclusively religious schools are perceived as private affairs; in both our 

cases, there are specific legal and institutional provisions attending to the religious needs of 

students, also emerging from the institutional legacy of Church dominance in the education 

sphere. Empirical reality shows that public education in Portugal and Ireland, being ready to 

accommodate the religious needs of Muslim students, has scarcely done so, whether for 

apparent lack of necessity by the Muslim communities – in Portugal, where the example of a 

class on Baha’ism shows that there are systemic opportunities in a field where Catholicism 

remains at an advantage – or for structural reasons – in Ireland, where the patronage system in 

national schools has been historically dominated by the Catholic Church, which in turn 

imposes a specific ethos that may be upheld to the exclusion of students of other faiths 

(according to a decision of the Equality Authority in 2006). Equifinality may be operating: 

different paths have lead to a mostly similar situation (Ragin 2004). 

 

General Services 
This section discusses the production and selling of halal meat, the issue of Islamic burials 
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and Islam-sponsored schools with State-approved curricula. These are general services in the 

sense of not being primary, as mosques or prayer halls, which are primary nodes in communal 

life of the Muslim communities in Portugal and Ireland. These issues are more complex than 

those formerly discussed because they point to questions directly related to the public 

accommodation of difference and different philosophies of integration, to use Adrian Favell’s 

terminology (2001). Institutional arrangements for the management of religious diversity are 

theoretically less well-equipped to deal with these issues when they arise in the public sphere 

as contentious, but, as we will show, they may also be absent from public discussion or be 

dependent on institutional legacies in order to be perceived as contentious/non-contentious. 

 

Halal Shops and Butchers 

In order to be appropriate for consumption by Muslims, beef must be subjected to a 

purification ritual, which must be effected by an Imam. Halal meat is the product of this 

operation. It is an increasingly important issue in global trade; the Joint Chamber of Irish-

Arab Commerce is a direct byproduct of the growth of halal meat exports. 

The provision of halal meat should be discussed in relation to the private and public sphere 

and also along the time-scape of the New Islamic Presence. The first phase of the 

establishment of Muslims in Portugal and Ireland, being almost entirely composed of 

individual students, meant that the consumption of halal meat was impeded by the lack of 

access to kitchens (Vakil 2004), forcing Muslims to already established kosher meat services; 

the establishment of Muslim households caused an increase in halal consumption which 

triggered the establishment of several halal butchers and shops. Today, there are several 

establishments catering to the needs of the Muslim communities (Figure 3). Provision for the 

consumption of halal meat in State-sponsored institutions has not been discussed or 

implemented. The accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland, regarding this issue, has 

not been controversial or a subject of public discussion as detailed by Bergeaud-Blackler 

(2007). Our research has shown that the provision of halal in non-Muslim sponsored 

institutions is limited or indeed non-existent, which reveals the limits of accommodation of 

Islam in both cases, since there was never an open forum for the discussion of halal meat as a 

public good – in Ireland, particularly, one may point to the contrast between increasingly 

tense discussions on the hijab (Selim 2007; Mac Cormáic 2007; Wood 2004) and the omission 

of halal provision in public debates on diversity and the accommodation of Islam.  

 

Burial Sites 
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The establishment of sites for the proper burial of Muslims has been more difficult than 

providing halal, in both Portugal and Ireland. Yet, on the whole, it has been more an issue of 

bureaucratic attrition than one of State unwillingness to accommodate religious needs. 

There is evidence that it was a contentious issue in Portugal through a reference in a 

parliamentary debate, held in March 19, 1981, to a petition advanced by the Islamic 

Community of Lisbon, when Joaquim Magalhães Mota, an MP for the Independent Social 

Democratic Action (a centre-left party formed by PSD dissenters), requested that the Lisbon 

City Council explained the lack of progression in the establishment of an Islamic burial 

section at a major Lisbon cemetery (Diários da Assembleia da República 1981: 951). The 

request was net by the Chief Officer for the Deputy State Minister, Manuel Pinto Machado, in 

17 September 1981, who answered that material constraints were the basis for the lack of 

progress on that matter and that the City Council was instructed to  offer whatever assistance 

deemed necessary for the provision of proper Islamic burial (id. 1981a: 71).  In our view, this 

is consistent with the centrality of the Islamic Community of Lisbon in the political process of 

accommodation of Islam, as well as the notion that an openness in the structure of political 

opportunities was open to a claim by Muslim representatives: the City Council explained the 

lack of progression mentioning a lack of material conditions and stating that there were no 

discriminatory practices at play; eventually, the burial site was approved for opening. 

AbdoolKarim Vakil offers us a brief but detailed description of the several steps taken at 

national level for the establishment of a network of Islamic burial sites (2004). There are 

currently three cemeteries holding Islamic burial sites, all located in the Lisbon Metropolitan 

Area: Lumiar, Odivelas and Feijó.  

 

 In Ireland, there is one burial sites for Muslims – there are negotiations for the establishment 

of more - and the issue on a whole has not been a ground for very contentious discussion or 

contention. But one could point to a very recent event which interests us because of its 

connection to an institutional development in Ireland that has yet to take place in Portugal: the 

emergence of a public advocacy group for the advancement of Muslims. Easily dismissed as 

an effort by contentious individuals, it remains that, in a short timespan, the Muslim Public 

Action Committee – Ireland has a clear confrontational agenda, in a similar fashion to its 

older institutional sibling, the Muslim Public Action Committee – United Kingdom. We 

discuss it below. 

One can draw some tentative conclusions from this comparison. First, the issue of burial sites 

has been more contentious in Portugal and Ireland than that of halal. Second, although the 
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contentious character of burial sites was more prominent, there has been scarce public debate 

on the significance of the establishment of Islamic burial sites in cemeteries; the process was 

framed as a legitimate claim in policy discussions at every governance level and by the public 

opinion. 

 

Faith-sponsored schools with State-approved curricula 

As several studies show (Maussen 2007, 2009; Sakaranaho 2006; Cesari 2004, 2005, 2007), 

the study of accommodation of religion and change in institutional arrangements for the 

management of religious diversity should take into account developments in the field of 

education.  

Church dominance in education has been historically constant for most of Portuguese and 

Irish history at almost every level (first-, second- and third-level educational institutions). 

Until the 20th century, the Catholic Church had a veritable monopoly in Portuguese 

educational institutions; institutional changes effected by radical anti-clerical policies from 

the First Republic on – in true republican fashion, anti-clericalism was nowhere more Jacobin 

than in educational institutions – until the emergence of an authoritarian regime closely 

associated with the Catholic Church are still perceivable, especially in a comparison with 

Ireland, where the denominational character of the school system, in tandem with the 

traditional Irish Catholic Church perception as an “enlightened” agent of public education 

(Ferriter 2005), has in practice institutionalized a religious “hue” in almost every school until 

discussions on multidenominational and non-denominational schools emerged in the public 

sphere (Educate Together 2004; O'Gorman 2009; Warren 2001). In effect, more than 90% of 

all national schools, in Ireland, are governed by administrative bodies appointed by Catholic 

patrons, whose institutional influence established, since the inception of the Irish educational 

system, the predominance of a Catholic ethos in school governance and conviviality. As 

publicly financed and privately governed institutions, these schools have no parallel in 

Portugal, where publicly financed schools are also necessarily publicly governed, thus 

precluding a de jure predominance of a certain religious ethos over another. Catholic-

affiliated educational institutions do exist at every level, but they remain private. 

The educational system, in Portugal and Ireland, is an interesting site for the observation of 

the dynamics of increasing returns and positive feedback at work. It is managed by the State 

in that every educational institution must be accredited by either the Ministério da Educação 

or the Education Department through the approval of taught curricula. The process is largely 

similar in both countries and assures the centralization of decision-making within State 
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structures.  

The advent of the First Republic, followed by almost 50 decades of authoritarian rule which 

subsequently ended with a mostly peaceful transition to democracy, set the Portuguese school 

system in a path-dependent trajectory which assured that the Catholic Church in the 20th 

century would never attain the preeminent educational status it held for the whole duration of 

Portugal as a national entity. A significant portion of private schools in Portugal are 

denominational, but there are no public schools governed by denominational representatives. 

In Ireland, on the other hand, national school governance, as we have specified, is 

predominantly denominational. Tensions related to secularization (see above) and a very vocal 

opposition to the educational role of the Catholic Church, following the child abuse scandal of 

the early 90s, which tarnished the reputation of the Church and its representatives as an 

unblemished body and credible individuals, have put its dominance in question. A 

displacement mechanism of institutional change may emerge further downstream, but the 

perceivable current state of affairs, which is highly influenced by an institutional legacy 

which has reinforced the denominational role in school governance, because formal 

institutional arrangements for the management of religious diversity do not frame the 

relationship between religion and State-approved education or the specific role of religious 

education in the school system. In effect, a formally optional class in “Moral and Religious 

Education”, as offered to Portuguese students in the public education system, is hardly 

identifiable in Ireland, where integrated curricula automatically impose religious education, 

either because the institutional legacy enforced by the patron system assures the position of 

religious education or because Education Department-approved curricula make religious 

education compulsory. The degree of openness towards religion in publicly financed 

institutions is therefore high. In Portugal, the teaching of a class on religion is dependent on 

the number of students’ parents expressing a will to have their religious need attended to 

(Religious Freedom Act 2001). The Catholic homogeneity of Portugal has assured, since the 

establishment of an educational option for the provision of religious needs, the existence of 

classes on Catholic Moral and Religious Education at most public schools. 

We have established that the Irish educational governance, especially at first-level institutions, 

is highly influenced by an institutional legacy which establishes a denominational 

predominance: religion as a value-system remains very important, not only as a taught subject 

but also as a compass for the governance of education (Sakaranaho 2006). Non-

denominational, multi-denominational and publicly governed schools have emerged as 

significant options in recent years, but the denominational dominance of school governance is 
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best framed as an institutional legacy which displacement or diffusion will entail costs and a 

need for credible alternatives. On the other hand, the Portuguese education system enforces a 

strict differentiation between public and private schools, funding and governance-wise. Since 

State support is not institutionalized, this institutional framework restricts efforts by religious 

minorities towards the establishment of privately-governed and funded educational 

institutions and facilities. The structural features of the education system in each country add 

complexity to the argument on typologies of institutional arrangements for the management of 

diversity: although the Irish Constitution enforces a strict separation between religious 

denominations and the State, the opportunity structure for the participation of religious 

minorities is more open than in Portugal, where a concordatarian regime and several decades 

of a pro-Church authoritarian regime have not ensured more openness in the opportunity 

structure for minority participation in education. 

There is a single Muslim-sponsored school with State-approved curricula in Portugal. It is 

located in Palmela and was established in 1998, a process lead by sheikh Rachid Ismael, of 

Mozambican origin. It was initially a Darul Ulum, an Islamic boarding school (Vakil 2004). It 

is privately funded and managed (Tiesler 2005, 2007; Santos 2006); taught curricula include 

all State-issued mandatory classes for all 220 pupils (estimate) to the 3rd educational level as 

defined by the Ministry of Education, as well as instruction in Arabic and Qur’anic studies. 

The institution currently accepts the enrolment of non-Muslim students, which are not obliged 

to attend Arabic or Qur’anic classes; all state-approved curricula classes are taught by non-

Muslim teachers, a majority of whom are women, while classes related to religion are taught 

by certified scholars (Santos 2006). 

There have been no signs of attrition between official agents and school administration. In 

effect, the accommodation of the existence of a Muslim-sponsored school has been welcomed 

with no controversy regarding hijab usage or some instances of gender separation, which are 

upheld in accordance with Islamic social norms. Over the years, this has been an interesting 

example of accommodation, in that there are few references to the existence of such a private 

school or even to interaction between official representatives and the school administration. 

Its curricula have been continuously approved and the local City Council has mentioned that 

relations between the Palmela City Council and there are positive references to the interaction 

between the school and the wider community (Museu Municipal de Palmela 2006). There is 

also evidence that the establishment of this school resulted from a shared need of the various 

Muslim communities in the Lisbon Metropolitan area (Santos 2006). As a privately funded 

and managed institution, it is bound by the same rule systems affecting Catholic Church-run 
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schools. It is significant to acknowledge that there are no other minority-sponsored schools 

with State-approved curricula in Portugal.  

Following our argument, this is evidence of closure in the opportunities towards the 

establishment of officially-recognized schools by faith-based communities: the institutional 

legacy of State-Church relations in Portugal has ensured a strict independence between 

religion and public education governance, even if there is evidence of bias towards 

Catholicism in public education and public advocacy against such bias. Having remained on 

hold of strategic resources in a Catholic-majority country, the Catholic Church has remained 

the most important governing body in the private educational sector, dominating most well-

ranked schools in Portugal (Silveira 2007; Espada 2007). Latecomers into the private 

educational sector have been and are faced with costlier institutional constrains to the 

establishment of schools. The situation in Ireland is very different. As of 2009, there are two 

Muslim-sponsored national schools. Irish national schools are functionally similar to primary 

schools in Portugal, but there are key differences in governance procedures. 

 

The first Muslim national school in Ireland was established in 1990. It was the result of a 

growing awareness by Muslim and State representatives of the needs of a growing community 

(Flynn 2006). At the time, there were about 5000 Muslims in Ireland; the institution was 

intended to accommodate 40 to 50 pupils (Nesbitt 1989; Walshe 1990). The Islamic 

Foundation of Ireland (IFI) initiated the consultation process in 1988, which then proceeded 

to an official application to the Department of Education and Science. It was accepted by the 

Minister of Education. Yahya al-Hussein became its patron and the school was temporarily 

established in the rear of the Dublin Mosque’s premises. 41 pupils were enrolled and 

instructed by a principal and an assistant teacher (Walshe 1990, Flynn 2006). It is interesting 

to note that, in the IFI’s own statement regarding the establishment of the first Muslim 

National School, there was a very high compatibility between the views held by Muslims and 

the Irish State regarding educational governance (IFI website). According to several later 

statements, this perception largely remains, not only pertaining to education but also the role 

of religion and ethics in public life (Sakaranaho 2006, Flynn 2006, Ciciora 2009). In 1992, 

following the growth in student applications, the IFI started the process of transferring the 

school to purpose-built facilities. It acquired a site in Clonskeagh, an upper-end neighborhood 

in South Dublin, with the significant aid of Sheikh Hamdan al-Maktoum from Dubai and the 

main patron of the Maktoum Foundation, which went on to support the Islamic Cultural 

Centre of Ireland (ICCI). In 1993, the school was opened with a speech by the Uachtaráin, 
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Mary Robinson. Only three years after its establishment, the Muslim National School was 

relocated to its present site, now occupied by the multi-purpose complex funded by the 

Maktoum Foundation and managed by Sheikh Hussein Halawa. As of 2006, it accommodated 

271 pupils (Flynn 2006). 

Taught curricula comply with rules enforced by the Department of Education and are 

complemented with specific classes in Arabic, Qur’anic and Religious studies, much in the 

same fashion as the Colégio Islâmico of Palmela. Only official curricula are supported by the 

State; religious education is left to the Board to manage in accordance with the practical 

constrains placed by the institutional patron (the IFI), the individual patron (the Dublin 

Mosque’s Imam) and the school’s ethos  Teachers are directly paid by the State; maintenance 

and transportation of pupils are managed by the Board of Administration. 

Public scrutiny the Muslim National School at Clonskeagh observes an interesting pattern, 

related to the change in public perception of Islam in Ireland and Western Europe. The recent 

controversy around educational standards enforced at the school has been dismissed as caused 

by personal grudges (The Independent 2009a, IFI 2009a). The claims by Kamel Ghanem, 

parent of a former student at the school, and Liam Egan, representative of the Muslim Public 

Action Committee of Ireland, at a RTÉ One talkshow, have been quickly dismissed as part of 

a campaign against the Dublin Mosque Imam: a report by the Department of Education 

criticized certain educational practices in the institution, but praised the general quality of 

provided services. In any case, the IFI has had to publicly react against public claims against 

its management, in tandem with public criticism against the patronage system. Media 

exposure of the School has grown extensively in the post-2001 period, a development which 

relates directly to deep changes caused by September 11 in the accommodation of Islam in 

Western Europe: the school has been held accountable more frequently in 2001-2006 than in 

the previous 11 years. That notwithstanding, its standards have never been deemed 

insufficient and its public stature has never been put in question.  

This is evident when we compare its institutional trajectory with that of the North Dublin 

Muslim National School, founded in 2001. It was established in accordance with growing 

educational needs expressed by Muslims in Dublin. The northern city area was identified as a 

preferential area. According to a recent statement by the IFI, plans were made for a patron 

other than Yahya al-Hussein to be held responsible, but no other body offered to fill the role 

(IFI 2009a). Total student numbers have varied over the years, fluctuating between 130 and 

170 enrolled pupils. As a national school, it follows the same rules governing the relationship 

between the first Muslim national school and the Irish State. However, public scrutiny of its 
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performance has been much stricter. In 2005, reports emerged on fund misappropriation and 

irregular appointment practices (Maguire 2005). Subsequently, other accounts reported that 

the low educational standards kept at the North Dublin institution led parents to transfer their 

children to nearby Catholic and multi-denominational schools. In effect, irregularities were 

apparently noted from 2004 on, according to statements by the Irish National Teachers’ 

Organization (INTO) which claim that “the union also informed the department that the 

school’s then board of management was failing to comply with employment and equality 

legislation and the rules and constitution of boards of management.” (Flynn 2009). The IFI 

made a public statement, in clear reaction to the mounting pressure put on the school, by both 

State inspections and unfavorable media exposure (which is increasingly polarized around 

ideologically-driven arguments on Muslim national schools) maintaining that, as the patron 

body, it made the necessary changes needed to correct the legacy of the former Board of 

Administration and that it was implementing a package of policy measures in order to keep 

the school open in accordance with Department of Education rules (IFI 2009a).  

Very recent reports point to plans for the establishment of more national schools and at least 

one secondary school sponsored by Muslims (Department of Education and Science 2009). 

As we have stated above, this development occurs at a time when both the Irish education 

system as a whole and the predominance of religion in its governance is increasingly 

questioned. But the establishment of Islam as a significant actor in educational governance, 

from 1990 on, triggered the double mechanism of positive feedback and increasing returns, 

making the disenfranchisement of Muslim national schools costlier over time, even though 

inspections point to severe irregularities in basic governance procedures. 

 

Associative Bodies 
Thus far, we have discussed infrastructures and their associated religious and general services. 

One should also discuss the network of associative bodies representing Muslims in Portugal 

and Ireland. For the purposes of this study, we have defined two associational types which 

encompass all existent instances of associative behavior by the various Muslim communities 

in both countries. Those two types are national interest bodies and general-purpose 

associations, which include advocacy groups and cultural centres. Most associations fall 

under more than one of these types, encompassing the role of an umbrella body and, for 

instance, a general-purpose association. For the last 40 years, significant differences have 

emerged in each national case. Differentiation increased from the 1990s on, a reasonably 

expectable development if one considers major social and economical change, especially in 
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Ireland. But Muslim-managed organizations were in place before the onset of the Celtic Tiger 

or the increasing religious plurality in Portugal. We now trace the process of their institutional 

development. 

 

National Interest Bodies 

For the purposes of this study, a national interest body is an association or organization which 

scope is larger than the advancement of its immediate constituency’s claims and which 

resources allows it to act on behalf of Muslims at a broad geographic level and to maintain 

channels of contact with State officials. In other words, the Comunidade Islâmica de Lisboa – 

Islamic Community of Lisbon (ICL), in Portugal, or the Islamic Foundation of Ireland (IFI) 

are high-resource bodies. 

In Portugal, there are few cases of associations falling under our set definition. The ICL is the 

single historical instance of such an associative body (Vakil 2004). It is the only association 

which, from its establishment, has enjoyed multilevel access to the political process (Tiesler 

2001, 2005, 2007), signaling its acceptance by other political actors, as well as being the only 

organization with a perceivable national scope. As AbdoolKarim Vakil states, telling the story 

of contemporary Islam in Portugal equates telling the story of the ICL (2004). One could 

point to the establishment of the Aga Khan foundation, but as an organization it has 

functioned more as a third-sector organization which works with measurable success in social 

inclusion than an organization aimed at promoting Islam or attend to Shi'a Ismaeli Muslims' 

needs. 

We will not focus on the Shi'a Ismaili community for two reasons. First, although their 

significance as a community is immense, as far as accommodation issues go, the issues facing 

Shi'a Ismailis are different from those facing Sunni or other Shi'a Muslims: this is a 

community which has a large share of Portuguese citizens. This is increasingly not the case in 

Portugal, where the distribution of Muslims, accounting for orientation, ethnicity, nationality, 

class background and gender is increasingly diverse. Second Intra-class distribution has 

grown increasingly different in recent years, as well as ethnic composition: in Portugal, 

Guinean and South-Asian Muslims, who entered Portugal within the late 20th century lower-

skilled migration movement, are increasingly significant as members of the wider community 

(Tiesler 2001, 2005; Mapril 2008; Bastos 2006; Von Kemnitz 2002); in Ireland, on the other 

hand, nationality is an increasingly important factor in group segmentation, but class 

distribution remains biased towards skilled labor and middle-class (Flynn 2006; Ciciora 2009; 

Sakaranaho 2006). 
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Officially founded in 1968, the ICL was meant to serve as an organizational support structure 

to the effort of building a mosque in Lisbon, so as to attend to the religious needs of the small 

but growing Muslim community, mainly composed of students and embassy personnel (Vakil 

2003a, 2003b 2004; Tiesler 2005). Its 1968 statute refers to the promotion of “the Islamic 

religious practice according to the Sunni orientation”; the Board Director and the Head of the 

Fiscal Committee were also to be necessarily Sunni (Comunidade Islâmica de Lisboa 1968a). 

As of 2009, these are standing conditions, establishing the ICL as a specifically Sunni-based 

organization. As suggested by the literature, the specificity of the New Islamic Presence in 

Portugal relates to a strong Shi'a Ismaeli presence; the Aga Khan Foundation is a major civil 

society actor and the Aga Khan himself is welcomed with almost State honors upon visiting 

Portugal. 

Headed by the Mozambican-born Suleiman Valy Mamede, a political entrepreneur whose 

foundational role in the ICL is still debated, the emergence of a formal “Muslim” organization 

was a consequence of how the first members of ICL were linked to other political agents with 

more resources. As such, honorary associates of the ICL in 1968 included, among others, the 

Overseas Minister, Silva da Cunha, Arnaldo Shultz, former governor of the Guinea territory, 

and HR Choudhury, Ambassador of Pakistan to Portugal (Comunidade Islâmica de Lisboa 

1968b). Almost immediately, Valy Mamede and the ICL initiated the bureaucratic process that 

would lead towards the building of a mosque. Again, political resources played a hand in this 

phase: a committee for the building of a mosque was established through the influential David 

Lopes Circle, a network of intellectuals interested in Islamic affairs named after the foremost 

20th century Portuguese Arabist. The committee was composed by seven Catholic and five 

Muslim men (Comunidade Islâmica de Lisboa 1968b).  According to Vakil, the “construction 

of a mosque, which he [Suleiman Valy Mamede] made the foremost objective of the 

Community, was, in this period, really a symbolic and political question, without true 

purpose” (2004: 303). However, there is evidence of the continued effort, from 1968 to 1979, 

by the executive body of the ICL, towards the building of a mosque: Valy Mamede employed 

his considerable resources in continued requests that the Lisbon City Council would donate a 

parcel of land for that purpose. Concomitantly, various efforts by the ICL were put into place 

so as to legimitize a Muslim organization in an authoritarian and conservative polity where 

Catholicism was an ideological pillar of and the Catholic Church a preferential partner for the 

regime. A Muslim World Congress was held in Lisbon (Vakil 2003a, Comunidade Islâmica de 

Lisboa 1968b) and Valy Mamede, in particular, frequently published small volumes on 

Islamic Law, being an established legal scholar based at the Law School of the University of 
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Lisbon with a close relationship with Marcello Caetano, Salazar’s successor as the head of the 

regime, and also on the situation of the “two million Muslims” (Valy Mamede 1970) in 

Portugal as an imperial power. Valy Mamede was especially keen on encompassing all 

Muslims under Portuguese imperialist rule as a specific Ummah. As Vakil (2003b) clearly 

shows, the regime was realistic in its assessment of the need for a quick and efficient 

movement towards the accommodation of Islam, especially in Guinea and, to a lesser extent, 

Mozambique. A survey of the literature on contemporary Islam, in the last two decades of the 

Portuguese authoritarian regime, reveals a keen interesting in framing Islam as a religion of 

many Portuguese subjects (Vakil 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005, Von Kemnitz 2002, Comunidade 

Islâmica de Lisboa 1968b, Valy Mamede 1970).  

Notwithstanding the intellectual solidarity shown by Catholic circles, the effort of advancing 

the need for a purpose-built mosque in Lisbon was met by considerable resistance at City 

Council level. For the duration of the regime (the next six years), the ICL was never to 

accomplish its main purpose. 

The 1974 revolution brought about major changes in the institutional development of the ICL. 

On the one hand, it had to adapt to an unstable socio-political environment. It no longer 

framed its role as a quiescent body: it immediately picked up on the resistance shown by the 

Lisbon City Council towards the building of a mosque to assert itself as a supporter of the 

new political environment and as a full member of the newly-founded democracy, as 

recognized by the 1976 Constitution. In 1976, Aquilino Ribeiro Machado, the Lisbon City 

Council President, deliberated that the City Council was to donate a land parcel for the 

purpose of establishing a place of cult for Muslims in Lisbon. It took three more years for the 

building itself to start and nine years in total from the City Council deliberation for a purpose-

built mosque to accommodate the religious needs of Muslims in Lisbon. Meanwhile, a 

mosque was built in Odivelas (the Aicha Siddikka mosque) and a thriving community 

organized in Laranjeiro, Tejo’s southern shore. Permits were issued and few issues were 

raised (apart from problems related to the overall quality of materials employed by 

contractors). 

The mosque itself was and is a main motif in the ICL’s development, especially as far as 

public exposure is concerned. Almost 20 years passed between first meeting in the David 

Lopes Circle and the opening of the mosque. Meanwhile, fundraising efforts, operated and 

lead by emerging personalities within the growing Sunni Muslim community, were effective. 

The kingdoms of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, as well as the United Arab Emirates and Dubai, 

were major donors, revealing that entrepreneur proficiency at an international level played a 
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significant role in the development of the ICL. A few years later, it became apparent that 

Portuguese post-revolutionary foreign policy-makers were not as adept as ICL representatives 

in managing international relations (Expresso 1979). The first five years of the 1980 decade 

underlined the dominance exerted by Suleiman Valy Mamede and Abdool Vakil over the ICL, 

both internally and externally. The building of the mosque was perhaps one of the causes: as 

construction works progressed, it became apparent that they would not comply with time-

frames allowed by various permits. Suleiman Valy Mamede was already notorious in 

academic circles, as a published author, and in party politics, being a notorious member of the 

PPD-PSD. This political entrepreneur was also the director of the first news agency in post-

revolutionary Portugal, ANOP. An attempt to close it down, in 1982, due to financial issues, 

was vetoed; in 1986, it was finally replaced by Agência Lusa, the most important national 

news agency in Portugal. The salience of Valy Mamede in the Portuguese political field was 

due to his exceptional ability in managing human relations and the growing awareness of the 

commercial and political importance of the so-called “Arab” world (Expresso 1979), which 

was to result in the founding of an Arab-Portuguese Chamber of Commerce, in 1987. 

The mid-1980s were complex times for the ICL. The leadership of Valy Mamede w as tested 

by a contested election which was eventually picked up by the press (Câncio 1987). 

According to Nina Tiesler, this event was the main cause of the gradual lessening of media 

exposure, which was at an all-time high (2001).  The contentious nature of the ICL's electoral 

process was tied to the emergence of dissenting voices which contested the leadership of Valy 

Mamede – much in the same style as the opposition faced by Abdool Vakil, some decades 

later – and the overall management of the building of the mosque (Expresso 1979). Contacts 

between Muslim representatives and State officials diminished and the onset of the Rushdie 

affair, in the beginning of the 1990s, was perhaps the only major occurrence which brought 

back the ICL to the public debate. In 1990, the ICL was already 22 years old and had faced 

important changes: a transition to democracy which forced it to change policy and how it 

negotiated public affairs; a rapidly changing international environment – transnational ties 

were very important in the first years of the ICL; and, also importantly, a rapidly changing 

Muslim landscape in Portugal. “Embassy Islam”, based on the practice of a small elite, had 

given way to an increasingly plural community. At the start of the 1990s, the ICL was the only 

national interest body of a fast expanding community.  

 

Much the same was occurring in the Republic of Ireland. The New Islamic Presence in 

Ireland dates back to a few years before 1959, when the Dublin Islamic Society (DIS) was 
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founded, within the premises of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (Flynn 2006; IFI 

s.d.; FOSISI s.d.; Sakaranaho 2006). At this stage, a significant number of Muslims arriving 

in Ireland were medical students and the institution may have perceived an opportunity for 

accommodating a growing minority. The Royal College had to circumvent set rules which 

precluded any religious activity within its premises. It was founded by students of various 

nationalities; South-African students seem to have held more influence in this phase (IFI s.d.; 

Flynn 2006; FOSISI s.d.). 

Throughout the next decade, the emergent community came to acknowledge the need for the 

development of a sufficient support structure which would accommodate the needs of 

Muslims in Ireland. In 1969, a full ten years after the founding of the DIS, plans were made 

for the purchase of a two-storey house, located at Harrington Street (near Saint Stephen's 

Green). Funds were raised through personal and international donations, from States such as 

Saudi Arabia, Libya, Dubai, Qatar or the United Arab Emirates (Flynn 2006; Sakaranaho 

2006; IFI s.d.). It was to open in 1976 as the first mosque in Ireland. 

A few years before, in 1971, the Dublin Islamic Society had registered as a Friendly Society, 

under the Friendly Society Act of 1896. It is interesting to note that the ICL only registered 

itself at a public registrar 30 years later, in the “National Registry of Collective Religious 

Entities”. The pattern of Church-State relations in Ireland, as it formally precluded any direct 

State endowment of denominations, established a more beneficial regime for Muslims in 

Ireland: as an associative body, DIS simply had to register in order to be recognized as such. 

Shortly after, it registered as a charitable organization, so as to enjoy fiscal exceptions aimed 

at charities dedicated to the advancement of religion (Charity Act 1961). In 1976, the first 

mosque in Ireland was opened. As Sakaranaho points out, this effort was supported by both 

Sunni and Shi'a Muslims (Sakaranaho 2006: 282). The latter were to move into a specific 

cultural centre, colloquially named “Hussainia”, located in the Milltown area of Dublin: the 

Ahlul Bayt centre we have mentioned before.  

The later 1970s and the first years of the 1980s were years of growth for the Irish Muslim 

communities. The influx of students, as well as labor migration and a small but significant 

number of conversions of Irish citizens, were the major factors in increasing the number of 

people attended to by the converted mosque in Harrington Street. Another fundraising round 

was organized towards the purchase of yet another building, so as to accommodate the ever-

growing Muslim community in Dublin and Ireland (Kilfeather 1983). The Kuwait-based 

Ministry of Endowment and Islamic Affairs sponsored a full-time Imam for the mosque (IFI 

s.d.; Sakaranaho 2006). Yahya Muhammad al-Hussein remains the Dublin Mosque Imam 
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today. The Dublin Mosque was converted with the aid of Qatari and Kuwaiti donations (Flynn 

2006) and has faced a number of “facelifts” and extensions from then on. 

The chosen location was South Circular Road, a “working class” area in Dublin, in the words 

of Flynn (2006: 225).  But the building of the mosque was not only a mark in the communal 

life of Muslims in Ireland; it was also significant in the institutional framework of Islam in the 

country. In 1983, the Muslim community in Ireland had less than 3,000 members – less than 

Portugal. In that same year, the DIS changed its name to Islamic Foundation of Ireland (IFI). 

The change, albeit symbolic, does mirror a change in perception by Muslim representatives at 

this stage. The Constitution of the IFI states that the Foundation is a “Specially Authorized 

Society for Muslims in Ireland” (IFI Constitution: 1) which principal aim is to “cater for the 

religious, cultural, and social needs of Muslims in Ireland” (IFI Constitution: 4). Moreover, it 

assigns both ordinary and honorary membership to all Muslims in Ireland (IFI Constitution: 

5). It also centralizes institutional processes: the Imam of the Dublin Mosque is inherently 

President of the IFI (IFI Constitution: 7), upon renewable nomination by the Majlis al-Shura, 

a traditional institutional figure in Islamic law which operates as a parliamentary assembly in 

IFI procedure (IFI Constitution: 9). The document is interesting in that it ascribes importance 

to the Sunnah, asserting its Sunni orientation (IFI Constitution: 10, 11, 19), but never excludes 

membership or office candidacies on the basis of orientation. As a document produced in the 

beginning of the 1980s, when the Muslim community in Ireland was small, it has a quite 

broad scope. 

Therefore, in 1983, the growing Muslim community in Ireland had migrated from private 

prayer rooms to a full-fledged mosque partially funded by international donations. The IFI 

was the most visible, if not representative, body emerging from a burgeoning community in 

Dublin (Nesbitt 1987). As the establishment of the first Muslim National School shows, its 

relationship with the wider Irish society gained depth: Yahya al-Hussein became an important 

voice in Irish media (Flynn 2006; Foster 1989; Nesbitt 1989). Even though the IFI was not the 

sponsor or the manager of the first purpose-built mosque in Ireland (as stated above, it was 

built in Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo, in 1987), it was clearly the most important representative of 

the Muslim community’s needs and claims. 

The ICL and IFI are similar in the role played as both products of and agents for 

accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland. Although there are key differences in 

composition – namely in what concerns class background and ethnicity -, the institutional 

development of community structures in both countries, until the 1990s, is quite similar. It 

could thus be argued that the Celtic Tiger, a movement of rapid acceleration and liberalization 
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of the Irish economy which emerged from 1995 on, is the main factor in explaining why Islam 

in Ireland quickly diverged from Islam in Portugal.  But the divergence between both 

instances of accommodation started to become clear some years before. The first Muslim 

National School was established in 1990, after some years of negotiations: the role of 

denominations in the management of schools was very important in allowing this 

establishment; as we argued, the role of denominations is an institutional legacy of Church-

State relations and Muslim representatives were aided, in this regard, by the legally-

prescribed State support for national schools under denominational patronage. As a charity for 

the advancement of religion, the IFI was eligible for naming Yahya al-Hussein as a patron. 

There was, in fact, no need for further negotiation in this regard: the institutional arrangement 

simply had to be layered in order to accommodate Muslim-managed schools. 

 

In Portugal, on the other hand, the onset of the 1990s revealed a largely silent ICL. Apart from 

maintaining the Lisbon Central Mosque, its low visibility has been underlined as the major 

theme in its development (Tiesler 2001; 2005). Apart from the Rushdie affair, there were few 

other occasions where the ICL publicly expressed any positions. But the first years also saw 

the emergence of another important figure in the Islamic Presence in Portugal: Sheikh David 

Munir. As an Indian-born, Pakistan-educated Portuguese citizen, Munir emerged as perhaps 

the most important “Muslim voice” in post-revolutionary Portugal. Although Valy Mamede 

and Abdool Vakil have been arguably more important in the establishment of the ICL and its 

branching out to institutional politics, Munir, as the Imam of Portugal's most important 

Mosque, is now a staple at most multi-denominational events. Interestingly, while his 

visibility is quite high and comparable to that of Yahya al-Hussein, his non-religious 

competences are much more limited. As the ICL Statute (2007[1968]) comprises a President 

who is not to proceed formally as a religious agent – an office which, for the last 31 years, has 

been  occupied by Valy Mamede and Vakil -, the institutional role of the Imam is much more 

limited than at the IFI. It was so at the start of the 1990s, when Yahya al-Hussein was, 

concomitantly, President of the IFI, Imam of the Dublin Mosque and patron of the Muslim 

National School.  

Kettani (1996) points to a difference in the number of mosques in Portugal and Ireland. This 

was apparently the case, but it is pertinent to argue whether the number of mosques in 

Portugal (20) as of Kettani's survey is a relevant indicator of the accommodation of Islam in 

the country, as much as the scarcity of Ireland's mosques (10) as related to the needs of an 

ever-growing population. It is the case that Muslim elites in Portugal were at a significant 
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advantage, compared to Muslim elites in Ireland: they were Portuguese citizens with high 

social capital and dense connections to the Portuguese political field; Irish-born Muslims have 

historically been a minority (Imam Yahya al-Hussein himself is a Sudanese; Sheikh Hussein 

Halawa of the Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland is an Egyptian); they surpassed the difficult 

process of establishing a costly purpose-built mosque. But, as the 1990s went on, Islam in 

Ireland was to benefit from a more favorable institutional landscape and international 

dynamics. The institutionalized pattern of relations between religious denominations and the 

Irish State opened more channels of contact between minority representatives and State 

officials, whereas in Portugal there were few instances of formal contact between Muslim 

representatives and State officials until 2001. The concordatarian regime in Portugal 

cohabited with a clear independence of public affairs from religious governance, as stated 

above: should the ICL have wanted to emulate the IFI in establishing two primary schools, it 

would have faced very important obstacles, the most important one related to financial 

sustainability. The soft separatist regime in Ireland clearly benefits denominations, as a joint 

demonstration against education reform shows (Pollak 1997). 

One can pinpoint the year of 1996 as the major watershed in the accommodation of Islam in 

Ireland and the point at which the trajectories of the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and 

Ireland diverged. In Portugal, the first half of the 1990s was marked by few significant events 

for the accommodation of Islam: the onslaught in the Balkans motivated a rise in attention 

accorded to the ICL, since it immediately offered support to Bosnian Muslims. The process 

quickly became a reality-check for the governing elite of the Community: the ICL ran out of 

funds and had to ask for the aid of the State (Público 1993). There were few other reasons for 

the reemergence of the ICL and Muslims in public debate until the beginning of the 21st 

century. The highlight of the decade was the establishment and opening of the first – and, as 

of 2009, the only – Muslim-sponsored school, the Colégio Islâmico of Palmela, opened in 

1998. Until the discussion of the 2001 Religious Freedom Act, which approval coincided 

marginally with the events of September 11 in New York, the ICL developed in a somewhat 

more precarious fashion than the IFI or the 1996-founded body, the Islamic Cultural Centre of 

Ireland (ICCI). The establishment of this Cultural Centre is a watershed in the history of the 

accommodation of Islam in Ireland. As of 2009, it is arguably the most respected Muslim 

representative body in the country. A simple point, but all the more important in arguing that 

the IFI was founded in 1983 and its history goes back to 1959. In less than 15 years, the ICCI 

has competed for legitimacy in the Sunni Muslim community in Ireland and has largely 

succeeded. 
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The building complex is sited at Clonskeagh, a southward upscale area in Dublin where it has 

integrated successfully (McMorrow 2000). It encompasses a woman's area, a library, the 

“Golden Olive” restaurant – popular within the student population at the nearby Belfield 

Campus of the University College Dublin, a store, a gym (from 2000), the Nur Al Huda 

Qur'anic School, accommodation premises and, most importantly, it lodges the Muslim 

National School as well as the Irish Council of Imams and the European Council for Fatwa 

and Research, an international congregation of ulema. 

The Muslim National School was transferred from the South Circular Road temporary 

premises in 1993, with the financial support of Sheikh Hamdan al-Maktoum of Dubai. 

President Mary Robinson made a speech at the inauguration. It continues under the patronage 

of the IFI Three years later, the ICCI was built and inaugurated by Mary Robinson (Pollak 

1996). Again, it was built with the support of the powerful al-Maktoum foundation, which 

continues to support Sheikh Hussein Halawa's paycheck and premise maintenance.  

As the building has received an Irish Architectural Award and has become a widely visited 

spot in the otherwise-bland Clonskeagh area, it is clear that the ICCI's importance within the 

Muslim community in Ireland was immediate. It began sharing space with the IFI as Muslims 

and Islam became a widely discussed subject in Ireland (Fitzgerald 2006a, 2006b, 2006c) and 

clearly surpassed the Foundation in a series of occasions, especially evident during the 

discussions related to the 2002 referendum on abortion, when Sheikh Halawa was labeled as 

“chief representative of the Islamic faith in Ireland” (All-Party Oireachtas Committee Fifth 

Progress Report 2000: 72). Moreover, the existence of an international council within the 

premises of the ICCI is also a factor to consider in this regard. The European Council for 

Fatwa and Research (ECFR), founded in 1997, congregates 35 members, all of them scholars. 

It has been sometimes named as suspiciously advancing the views of Yusuf al-Qaradawi, a 

notorious alim (McGarry 2006b). In any case, the ECFR has been sited at Dublin for 12 years 

and Hussein Halawa has been its Secretary-General.  

Related to the emergence of ICCI as the contact-point for the Sunni Muslim community, there 

have been reports of tension between the IFI and the ICCI, but neither Yahya al-Hussein nor 

Hussein Halawa have made confirmed or nurtured such reports (Satardien 2003). 

Meanwhile, in Portugal, scarce change occurred. Apart from the growing notoriety of Islam as 

an archaeological and historiographical subject, related to a process of identity assessment in 

Portugal, the Muslim community in the country grew increasingly plural, in terms of class 

backgrounds, ethnicities and nationalities. But the ICL remained the most and only visible 

Muslim representative body. It took the year of 2001 to change the dynamics of 
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accommodation of Islam. 

The entry into force of the 2001 Religious Freedom Act (RFA) crystallized a major 

reassessment of the institutional arrangement for the management of religion in Portugal. As 

argued above, concordatarian models of Church-State relations are not generally flexible 

enough to face growing religious diversity. The 2001 RFA did in fact impact the relationship 

between the State and minority denominations. A Committee on Religious Freedom was 

established, where the ICL was to hold a seat; a Commission was set up in order to oversee 

television broadcasts by religious denominations. In effect, a cleavage between the Catholic 

Church and resident denominations remained. But the fact remained that the concordatarian 

model in Portugal was significantly changed: the 2001 RFA maintained that, more than 

separatist or secularist, the Portuguese State asserted a denominational plurality (within the 

constraints put in place by the 1940/2004 Concordats and their additional regulatory bills) and 

a modicum of equanimity towards each of them that was not in place until the coming into 

force of the Law. The ICL, as the sole Muslim representative body in the process and the 

resulting institutions, clearly benefited from this. From then on, it had access to public 

television broadcast time; it benefited from additional tax benefits. Its internal dynamics 

remained more or less stagnant: Abdool Vakil remained the President and Sheikh Munir 

remained the Lisbon Central Mosque Imam. No other Muslim representative body emerged 

from a local focus into a full-fledged national interest organization.  

The events of September 11 changed the relationship of Muslim communities with the wider 

Western European societies to which they belonged. In both Portugal and Ireland, there were 

consequences, albeit of a significantly lower order than in Britain or Italy. However, the 

increase in interest for Islam and Muslims did have some impact. Both Yahya al-Hussein and 

Hussein faced the need to inform Irish society about Islam and why, as a belief-system, it had 

nothing to do with extremism (Ireland being a liberal democracy, it is significant to note this); 

David Munir participated in several televised debates and the ICL kept its high-profile 

contacts – in 2007, both the President of the Republic, Cavaco Silva, and the 14th Dalai Lama 

visited the Lisbon Central Mosque. The latter was especially relevant in that it was the first 

visit of the Dalai Lama to a mosque. By 2007, the ICL had thus established itself as the only 

Muslim representative body eligible for an informal partnership with the state. 2008 marked 

the 40th anniversary of the ICL, at which Cavaco Silva, in making a speech, further 

established the Community as the State's preferential partner within the recently-converted 

institutional arrangement for the management of religious diversity. 

In Ireland, the year of 2001 was duplicitous. Another Muslim National School was established 
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in Dublin, attending to the needs of a growing community. At the same time, September 11 

also had consequences: more people became interested in Islam (Andrews 2002) but, as late 

as 2006, Anjem Choudhary, a notoriously outspoken extremist, put Ireland on the target list 

for terrorist attacks (Bray 2006); the ICCI immediately responded, forbidding Choudhary 

from entering its premises (Walsh 2006); nevertheless, columnists associated with the Irish 

Independent, such as Carol Hunt (2006) or Kevin Myers (2009) illustrate the idea that “the 

Muslim community has grown as quickly as tolerance has declined” (McGarry 2000). 

By 2005, the North Dublin Muslim National School was already posing severe problems to 

the IFI, which were to go on until 2009. In both years (Maguire 2005; Flynn 2009), reports by 

the Department of Education made clear that the school was not up to minimum standards and 

that there were signs of severe irregularities. The IFI made a statement regarding its status as 

patron body and Yahya al-Hussein's as patron in charge (IFI 2009). The IFI faced complex 

challenges, but, in a movement towards attending to the needs of Muslims in Dublin, it 

initiated a fundraising round for the extension of the Dublin Mosque, much in the same 

fashion as most other Islamic communities across the country's main cities (Cork, Galway and 

Limerick). As of October 2007, it had collected €419 192. 

In 2006, an initial movement towards the creation of a veritable umbrella body for communal 

matters was made, with the formation of the Irish Council of Imams (ICI). Composed by 14 

Imams of both orientations (Sunni and Shi'a) and competent in theological/religious matters, 

it is gradually becoming more important in Muslim communal life, as a forum for cross-

national discussion (Reilly 2009). It is relevant to note that, as an institution, the ICI cuts 

across mosque and orientation cleavages: Hussein Halawa presides and Yahya al-Hussein is 

Deputy Chair; Sunni (ICCI and IFI) and Shi'a (Ahlul Bayt Islamic Cultural Centre) Imams are 

members. Two of its chief aims are cooperation with official instances and establishment of 

communal consensus. The emergence of the ICI is perhaps the most important sign in 

differentiating the Portuguese case from the Irish case. As of 2009, the Irish context was one 

of growing segmentation and pluralization. The soft separatist model of Church-State 

relations in Ireland eased the participation of Muslims in societal affairs, even if the Catholic 

Church, for historical reasons, exerted dominance in various policy subsystems: in the end, 

such a state of affairs was beneficial to Islam, since its status as a belief system and that of 

Muslims as a religious denomination put it in a relatively beneficial position within the Irish 

political process. That is why there are (at least) two national interest groups, the Islamic 

Foundation of Ireland and the Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland, and a recently-formed 

umbrella body, the Irish Council of Imams.  
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The situation in Portugal is quite different. Although Muslims have been served by a high 

number of purpose-built mosques (as of 1990, there were two such structures) and its elites 

have been very well connected – both nationally and internationally, as of 2009 the only 

national interest group was the Islamic Community of Lisbon. It held a large pool of resources 

(enabling it to conduct Qur'anic schooling, Arabic classes and the continued process of 

extension of the Lisbon Central Mosque) and seats in most key institutions for the 

management of religious diversity. But the ICL, as all other non-Catholic denominations, was 

at a disadvantage, especially until 2001: its invisibility, we argue, was due as much to strategy 

(Tiesler 2001) as to the dispersion of limited resources to the purpose of attending multiple 

needs, namely that of representation of a large share of the Muslim community in Lisbon and 

Portugal and management issues related to communal life (for instance, providing assistance 

to members in need through the distribution of zakat, the communal gift which is one of the 

pillars of Islam). As the single association informally recognized by the State as representative 

of Muslims in Portugal (it is disputable whether it represents all Muslims of all orientations, 

ethnicities and class backgrounds), it was disadvantaged because of the lack of flexibility of 

the concordatarian model in force in Portugal. Unlike the case of the IFI or the ICCI, it was 

barred from participation in wider affairs, such as education, for practical resource 

constraints: it is the case that the Islamic Community of Palmela, the managing body of the 

Colégio Islâmico of Palmela, is scarcely visible in Portugal. The change of pace after 2001 is 

perceivable, and the events in New York, London or Madrid are not sufficient to explain that 

change. We argue that the ICL benefited from a process of institutional conversion: the 

concordatarian model was fundamentally changed and the institutional arrangement in 

Portugal was no longer meant to manage religion (which in Portugal equated to Catholicism), 

but to manage religious diversity. 

 

General Interest Associations 

It does not automatically follow from the previous section that the number and variety of 

general interest associations is higher in Ireland than in Portugal. For the purpose of this 

study, a general interest association is a collective entity sponsored and managed by Muslims 

with the aim of attending needs or advancing claims/positions at a geographically or 

thematically more limited level than the national interest groups. However, it is the case that 

there are more general interest associations in Ireland than in Portugal.  

Apart from the Lisbon metropolitan area (where, apart from the ICL, there are communities in 

Odivelas, Tejo's southern shore and Amadora), there are acknowledged and important 
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communities in Porto, Coimbra and the Algarve. These communities are well established and 

function at a specifically local level (Vakil 2004). It is important to notice that almost all 

associative activity is concentrated within the Lisbon metropolitan area. The situation in 

Ireland is, for the most part, similar, but the pattern is changing. As mentioned before, the first 

purpose-built mosque in Ireland was located in Ballyhaunis, County Mayo (the most rural 

region in the island), in 1987, in order to attend to the needs of the community formed around 

the meat-processing plant owned by Sher Rafique. Afterwards, activities were recentred in 

Dublin. But the last 15 years have seen the emergence of thriving communities in the few 

major cities in Ireland: Limerick, Galway and Cork. The latter case is especially relevant: 

Cork is the second largest city in Ireland and reports of a €800 000 anonymous donations 

have ensured that the 1984-established community was made nationally visible (Kelleher 

2009). 

The situation is quite different in what concerns two types of collective organization: student 

associations/youth collectives and advocacy groups. In Portugal, there is, to our knowledge, 

one such group, the CIL-Jovem (ICL-Youth), which is the official youth section of the ICL. 

Its members are well integrated (Tiesler and Cairns 2007); however, it is the case that ICL-

Youth is a substructure within the ICL. There is no other known body which attends to the 

needs of younger members of the Muslim community. Again, the situation in Ireland is 

consistently different. We have argued that the existence of prayer halls at many Irish 

universities is an effect of the soft separatist model of Church-State relations in force. We 

have also stated that the veritable beginning of the institutional development of the New 

Islamic Presence in Ireland took place at a higher education facility, the Royal College for 

Surgeons in Ireland. There is a multiplicity of student associations managed by Muslim 

students in the country. All major universities include a Student Islamic Society: especially 

important ones include those located at the Royal College of Surgeons, the University College 

Dublin, the Trinity College Dublin, the University of Cork and the Dublin City University. All 

of these are State-owned and funded facilities. Moreover, the Federation of Student Islamic 

Societies (FOSIS), based in Britain, has established a branch in Ireland. It is a relevant 

development: FOSIS Ireland is a well-structured organization with perceivable penetration 

and influence among students at Irish universities. Additionally, as an organization it 

establishes itself as a successor of the Dublin Islamic Society (FOSISI s.d.). There has been 

no similar development in Portugal, where universities generally do not accommodate the 

religious needs of their communities (students and faculty). In conclusion, the 

accommodation of Islam at this level has benefited the formation of student societies after the 
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fashion of Britain, where there is a tradition of student-managed Islamic societies. 

Universities, being vantage points for the observation of the consequences of a specific model 

of Church-State relations, reveal that the accommodation of Islam in Ireland has been, to a 

large extent, a function of that institutional pattern and the mechanism underlying its change 

over time. 

The issue of advocacy follows a specific pattern. There is only one instance of an association 

formed specifically for the advancement of Muslims' claims in Portugal and Ireland: the 

Muslim Public Affairs Committee – Ireland (MPACIE). It is an official branch of the wider 

MPAC – United Kingdom, an umbrella body which operates somewhat in the same fashion as 

FOSIS. The MPACIE is marginal both in Irish mainstream politics and in Irish Muslim 

communal life; this study does not take its stances, positions and ideas as the majority opinion 

among Muslims in Ireland. The MPACIE argues unconvincingly that the Irish State condones 

racism and Islamophobia and takes a pro-active stance, contrarily to what is arguably a 

passive or reactive stance by the IFI and the ICCI. But the fact remains that the group, formed 

in 2008, has quickly attained a prominent status, through its speaker, Liam Egan, who has 

antagonized both the IFI and the ICCI (Egan 2009a) and raised several issues around 

institutional procedures at the IFI. The reaction of other Muslim representative bodies 

indicates that the emergence of an advocacy group such as MPACIE was not entirely 

expected; Irish media have quickly given it space, in a turn of events which is not devoid of 

sensationalism (Dungan 2009). The contrast between the stance of MPACIE and the IFI or the 

ICCI serves as a reminder of the smoothness of the process of accommodation of Islam in 

Ireland: although there have been minor cases of attrition, both Yahya al-Hussein and Hussein 

Halawa have attained a well-respected status in Irish society. 

In Portugal, advocacy on behalf of Muslims has been assigned, for the most part, to the ICL 

and, to a lesser extent, to al-Furqán, a publishing house whose chief officer, Yiosuf Adamgy, 

has maintained a complex relationship with the governing elites of the ICL – as of 2009, he is 

an active member of the institution, but al-Furqán has published highly critical material on the 

governance of ICL and the building of the Lisbon Central Mosque (e.g. Marques da Silva 

1988). 

Both institutions have taken a reactive stance in advocacy issues. The ICL reacted with 

customary prudence to the declarations of Benedict XVI at Regensburg (Comunidade 

Islâmica de Lisboa 2006); al-Furqán reacted more forcefully (Adamgy 2006). More recently, 

a controversial remark by the Lisbon Patriarch, Cardinal Policarpo, which advised young 

Catholic women not to marry Muslims, was met by severe criticism (Comunidade Islâmica de 
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Lisboa 2009; Jornal de Notícias 2009). It is the case that the ICL continues to pursue goals 

which, in Ireland, are assigned to other institutions; al-Furqán shares, with MPACIE, the 

similarity of being almost entirely irrelevant in national politics and, to an extent, in Muslim 

communal affairs. 

 

Chapter VI - Conclusions 
This study has argued that the accommodation of Islam in Portugal and Ireland has largely 

depended on the respective model of Church-State relations. As institutional arrangements, 

concordatarian and soft separatist models are structurally different and their features tend to 

change over time according to, respectively, conversion and layering institutional mechanisms 

of change. In Portugal, change in the concordatarian model has occurred through conversion. 

The 1975 additional protocol, as well as, more recently, the 2004 revision and the 2009 

regulation of the Concordat are events which illustrate how an institutional arrangement may 

remain in place but serve a different purpose from the objective or set of objectives it was 

meant to serve – from the management of relations between the State and the Catholic Church 

to the management of an increasingly plural religious landscape. In Ireland, change in the soft 

separatist model has occurred through layering. The 1972 referendum facilitated an already 

favorable environment for religious denominations, it did not cause an institutional 

reconfiguration; it amounted to institutional fine-tuning which improved the flexibility and 

adaptability of soft separatism in facing the emergent challenge of accommodating Islam 

without changing its core features. As an abstract assertion, this connects to the 

accommodation of Islam because we have also argued that in Portugal, the model of Church-

State relations and the mechanism of change which underlies its change has made that process 

slower and less dynamic, evidence of which, we argue, is to be found on the patterns of 

institutional development of Muslim communities. It is important to note that institutional 

change has occurred largely because the challenge of religious diversity emerged in the 

second half of the 20th century, including the challenge of managing Islam.   

In Ireland, a soft separatist model which changed through layering facilitated the 

accommodation of Islam. Religion, as an identity marker, eased the participation of Muslims 

in civil society and the political process. In short, the Irish model proved to be both more 

flexible and more adaptable to contextual change – the challenge of accommodating the New 

Islamic Presence - without needing to convert existing institutional arrangements in order to 

face change in governance needs. In the Portuguese case, the institutional arrangement was 

converted out of necessity in order to face the emergence of religious diversity as a significant 
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contextual feature. Clearly different institutional development dynamics between Muslim 

communities in each case show that how State and Church relate over time is a key 

explanatory factor. In this sense, our study confirms Soper and Fetzer's conclusions (2004, 

2007). Also in line with Ferrari (2002, 2005), it points to the limitations of traditional 

typologies of models of Church-State relations in Western Europe. Neither Ireland nor 

Portugal fit easily in separatist or concordatarian types. Ireland is especially interesting, as a 

case where our proposed “soft separatist” sub-type is a compromise which points to the 

disputable usefulness of “separatism” as a concept. It should be deeply revised or completely 

abandoned, as it is insufficient for describing or explaining observable instances of Church-

State relations. Recent changes in Portugal also bring its “concordatarian” label into question. 

As its model of Church-State relations increasingly asserts separation and recognizes religious 

pluralism, albeit maintaining a selective cooperation partnership with the Catholic Church, it 

is an interesting case for exploring the limits of defining an institutional arrangement simply 

in relation to the existence of a Concordat. 

Therefore, this study confirms its hypothesis in stating that the model of Church-State 

relations in Portugal and Ireland is the main explanatory factor in the accommodation of 

Islam. Muslim communities’ representation and institutional development is, for the purposes 

of this study, a function of the national institutional arrangement for the management of 

religion. The higher density and diversity of institutional development among Muslims in 

Ireland constitutes evidence that the soft separatist model of Church-State relations was more 

apt to meet the challenge of accommodation than was the case in Portugal, where the 

concordatarian model, tailored specifically for the management of State-Catholic Church 

relations, was less adaptable to the challenge posed by the New Islamic Presence in Portugal. 

As Western Europe enters the second decade of the 21st century, Muslim institutional life in 

the Republic of Ireland is increasingly vibrant – as the formation of an Irish Council of Imams 

shows. In Portugal, the continued preeminence of the Islamic Community of Lisbon 

evidentiates not only a less dynamic process of institutional development but also a lack of 

institutional differentiation. As the conversion of the concordatarian model proceeds, the ICL 

is increasingly favored as the Muslim representative body par excellence in Portugal. 

It is also relevant to acknowledge the limited generalizability of this study. As a focused 

comparison of two specific cases in Western Europe, any generalization must be advanced 

carefully. It should also be pointed out that this study has emphasized the institutional 

dimension of accommodation for the purpose of testing a hypothesis. It should be stated that 

Muslim communities in Portugal and Ireland are immensely diverse and this study on the 
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accommodation of religious diversity is an addition to a growing body of literature which 

compares that process across Western European states, especially peripheral polities with very 

small religious minorities. The contemporary presence of Islam in Portugal and Ireland should 

also take into account the political aspects of the creation, development and maintenance of 

transnational linkages with other Western European countries and, in the case of Muslim 

migrants, countries of origin, as well as examining the political side of the phenomenology of 

Islam in Portugal and Ireland. Gaining further access to primary sources produced by Muslim 

communities' representative bodies is a priority for further research on institutional 

development within Muslim communities. 
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